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OUR VISION

An association of municipalities that is at the cutting

edge of quality and sustainable services.

OUR MISSION

To be consultative, informed, mandated, credible and

accountable to our membership and provide value for

money.

OUR MANDATE

SALGA's mandate is derived from the Constitution of

the Republic of South Africa (108/1996), the Organised

Local Government Act (52/1997), the Intergovernmental

Relations Framework Act (13/2005) and its own

constitution (as amended in Sept 2004) and is further

informed, inter alia, by the provisions of the Municipal

Systems Act (32/2000) and the Municipal Finance

Management Act (56/2003) and can be summarised

as follows:

Strategic Affairs DirectorateVision, Mission & Mandate

OUR VISION, MISSION & MANDATE

• To represent, promote and protect the

interests of local government;

• To act as an employer body re-

presenting all municipal members

and, by agreement, associate

 members;

• To affiliate with and participate in the

affairs of regional, continental and

international organisations, that will

serve the best interests of its members;

• To lobby and advocate for member

municipalities;

• To act as a resource for knowledge

 and information to municipalities;

• To develop and support the capacity

of member municipalities
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT

- the building of a better life for all in a people-centred society. We are proud that our Association has done

all it can to take our member municipalities forward along this road.

During this year, the process of selecting and appointing a new CEO was a priority and Dr Makhosi Khoza

was appointed and assumed her new position with effect from 15 November 2004.

According to the amendments to the SALGA constitution, adopted at the 2004 National Conference, the

composition and structure of the office bearers changed. The composition of the SALGA leadership now

consists of the Chairperson, three deputy chairs, the nine provincial chairpersons and six additional members.

This format exists at provincial level as well and has contributed to an integrated and effective decision

making structure.

The National Members' Assembly is now convened twice a year, with the last one for this financial year

held in March 2005. The Assembly is the highest decision-making body of SALGA between the National

Conferences. The National Executive Committee (NEC), which is the highest decision making body between

the National Conference and the National Members' Assembly, has been able to meet monthly to ensure

that SALGA implements the resolutions of its governing structures.

During the period under review, the term of office for

the SALGA office bearers elected in 2001 came to an

end. The SALGA National Conference held in September

2004 saw the election of new leadership for organised

local government, which has constantly sought to

innovate and renew its obligation to consolidate and

build on positive gains.

The election of a new leadership cadre occurred at a

time when, on the broader national stage, local

government was engaged in the process of introspection,

assessing progress and reviewing plans whilst being

mindful of the fact that as a sphere of government we

were in our fifth year of existence. Our explicit, but

immediate mandate as a leadership collective was to

get down to work and start delivering. As we reflect on

the eight months from our election to the end of the

review period, we are able to report with a fair degree

of satisfaction that we have delivered meaningfully to

our membership in a number of areas.

During the months since our last National Conference,

we have made further progress towards the attainment

of the goal which drives our government at all levels
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The process of bringing the KZN political structures in line with the SALGA Constitutuion is underway. 

SALGA has developed a set of principles that informs and guides the implementation of legislation affecting

local government. SALGA also actively participates in the following structures: Local Government MINMEC

and Technical MINMEC; Housing MINMEC; Health MINMEC; Tourism MINMEC; Environment MINMEC;

Transport MINMEC; President’s Coordinating Council and Technical PCC; Budget Forum; National Assembly

Portfolio Committees; NCOP and NCOP Select Committees and the equivalent intergovernmental structures

in the provinces.

In achieving its objective of promoting and pursuing the African Agenda through continental and international

participation, SALGA and the City of Tshwane jointly hosted the UCLGA Founding Congress in which the

Executive Mayor of Tshwane and former Chairperson of SALGA, Father Smangaliso Mkhatshwa, was elected

as the first President of the United Cities and Local Governments of Africa. With this historic accomplishment,

SALGA will continue to play a critical role in ensuring that the UCLGA is nurtured into becoming the

organisation defined by the Founding congress. On this note, as the SALGA leadership, we congratulate

Father Smangaliso Mkhatshwa on his election, with the confidence that under his guidance as President,

UCLGA will achieve its objectives.

SALGA has prepared itself for the local government elections in accordance with the SALGA 2004 National

Conference Resolutions. Our approach to the municipal elections is that in as much as it is the constitutional

role of the IEC to deliver elections, the role of member municipalities in the administration of elections is

of critical importance.  Our role is to enhance democracy and community participation, which includes

participation in the electoral process. To this end SALGA has established provincial election task teams

and agreed with the IEC to establish municipal electoral units.

The National Office Bearers consisting of myself as

National Chairperson and Councillors Hazel Jenkins,

Obed Mlaba and Regina Mhaule as deputies, meet

regularly, usually on the eve of NEC meetings. Regular

reports from the office bearers are then tabled for

consideration by the NEC, which has also established

National Working Groups and Working Group Clusters

as the engines for driving SALGA's programmes.

We are proud to report on some of the major

achievements that have been accomplished in the

financial year under review. As a collective, we have

successfully restructured the organisation to be able

to align the provincial structures and processes with

those of national, thus ensuring full integration. We

have been able to unify the organisation in an attempt

to strengthen the governance processes.

SALGA is on the verge of becoming a fully fledged

unitary structure as the Western Cape Local Government

Organization and Gauteng Association of Local

Authorities have signed the memorandum of

understanding  and are now referred to as SALGA

Western Cape and SALGA Gauteng respectively.
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Executive Mayor: Cllr Amos Masondo

Chairperson

The beginning of 2006 will be the end of our current

term of office as councillors and mayors. We are looking

forward to the inauguration of a new generation of

councillors and officials and as these new politicians

assume office, they will definitely find that through

our collective efforts and wisdom, local government is

well established to fulfil its developmental role.

In conclusion, and on a more personal note, I would

like to thank my fellow NEC members for their loyal

support and their untiring efforts in support of SALGA

in the last financial year. Much of the success that

has been achieved can be attributed to their hard work

and unflinching dedication. I would also like to express

my appreciation to our CEO, Dr Makhosi Khoza and

her staff, who in the last few months have worked

tirelessly towards the realisation of the vision to transform

the organisation's strategic profile, with the aim of

attaining excellence as an association.

My sincere thanks must also go to all other stakeholders

and government departments for their continued support

and direction.
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resolutions were undertaken, which currently inform the strategic direction of the organisation. A new vision

and mission, reflecting the strategic approach of the new leadership was also adopted.

On the international front, as SALGA we are very proud of the success of the Founding Congress of the

United Cities of Local Governments in Africa (UCLGA). SALGA was instrumental both logistically and

technically, in establishing the constitution drafting committee, drafting the constitution which was eventually

adopted, developing position papers that informed the resolutions, fundraising and providing other technical

and administrative support. We want to thank all the stakeholders, partners and member municipalities

that made this historic event a success both financially and otherwise. In particular, we thank the City of

Tshwane, the City of Johannesburg, Ekurhuleni Metro and the City of Cape Town who officially partnered

with SALGA in fundraising and putting together resources for the event.

As an organisation, we have also been able to adopt a new membership levy formula that is sensitive to

affordability and increases value to member municipalities. The formula also provides for efficient collection

of the levies from municipalities. Consequent to the interim membership levies formula, collection improved

I am honoured to present to you the 2004/05 Annual

Report of the South African Local Government

Association (SALGA) as required in terms of the Public

Finance Management Act No.1 of 1999, as

amended.

The primary focus of the administration since my

appointment in November 2004 (five months into the

new financial year) has been to create an institutional

framework that is aligned to the new strategic direction

of SALGA, informed by resolutions of the 2004 SALGA

National Conference and the SALGA National Executive

Committee Strategic Planning Lekgotla in January

2005. Consequently, our new business plan was

developed to guide the planning and execution of our

mandate. Our progress, as articulated in this Annual

Report, is partly measured against targets and milestones

within the context of our new business plan.

One of the highlights of the year under review was

undoubtedly the successful hosting of the SALGA 2004

National Conference during which the current leadership

was elected, a new constitution was adopted and

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

4
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financial resources which resulted in the redeployment of fourteen staff members to the provinces.  It also

meant the  re- organising of directorates to bring the internal structure in line with the new organisational

strategy as well as the introduction of new functions to enhance service delivery. Nine of the officers deployed

to provinces are dealing with issues of HIV and AIDS, Communications, Skills Development, Youth and

Disability as they relate to municipalities. Plans are afoot to develop the skills of these officers to be

adequately prepared for their critical tasks.

In order to enhance the effectiveness of the administration, the senior management has developed a change

management framework which seeks to clarify responsibilities and accountabilities, as well as vertical and

horizontal reporting guidelines to further facilitate communication and reporting lines. SALGA has also

embarked on a performance management process in which the CEO's scorecard has been completed. The

rolling out of the performance management system is expected to be undertaken in the next financial year.

In terms of audit matters, a quick risk audit was undertaken to identify major risk exposures to the organisation.

The SALGA internal audit function has also been successfully outsourced.

It is also worth mentioning that the SALGA national office has successfully relocated from the inner city to

Menlyn, in the east of Tshwane. SALGA previously occupied two buildings which posed communication and

administrative challenges. The new offices have been able to provide additional offices for staff members,

additional space for meetings and a conducive environment for our organisational culture to develop.

Priorities for the next financial year include, the induction of the new councillors; implementation of the

executive leadership programme; streamlining of the uniform conditions of service; and ensuring that the

interests of municipalities are protected in relation to the implementation of the EDI restrucutring process.

Moreover, my office will be engaged in a consultative process (awareness campaigns), with a wide range of

significantly, with R47.4m collected in 7 weeks, an

increase of around 47% compared to the same time

last year. A proposal for alternative revenue streams

has been developed and is currently being processed

through the SALGA structures.

During this financial year, SALGA actively sought to

create an integrated and coherent SALGA administration

that is efficient, effective, client focused and sustainable

as captured in our new vision, mission and values.

This has entailed the adoption of a new administrative

structure, development and implementation of the

change management strategy, development of an

organisational and individual performance system,

consolidation of administrative policies and procedures,

and the integration and strengthening of the provincial

offices. All these efforts are aimed at maximising the

impact on municipalities and the sector as a whole.

On this note, SALGA underwent a restructuring process

aimed at aligning the provincial structures and processes

with those of national. This involved redeploying and

capacitating provincial offices with certain skills and

5
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stakeholders within the sector generally, and member

municipalities specifically.

This is meant to inform our stakeholders of the new

strategic direction of the organisation and to ensure

that our provincial offices are well capacitated to render

services to municipalities. The issue of capacitating

the provincial offices and the entire staff complement

is a matter that remains a priority.

In conclusion, I thank the political leadership of SALGA

for their guidance and support, the SALGA staff for their

commitment, and most importantly the SALGA

membership, without whose support and commitment

we would not have been this successful.

Dr Makhosi Khoza

CEO: SALGA

Introduction

6
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POLITICAL STRUCTURE

Cllr R BazierCllr D MasemolaCllr S Somyo

Cllr C Johnson

Cllr S MolokoaneCllr N Mayathula-Khoza

Cllr A Masondo

CHAIRPERSON

Cllr O MlabaCllr H Jenkins Cllr R Mhaule

DEPUTY CHAIRPERSONS

CO-OPTED MEMBERS

Cllr M Mopeli

SIX ELECTED ADDITIONAL MEMBERS (CHAIRPERSONS OF WORKING GROUPS)

Cllr G Ndlela
KZN

Cllr R Capa
Eastern Cape

Cllr J Ramokhoase
Free State

Cllr D Nkosi
Gauteng

Cllr G Lobelo
North West

Cllr R Matseke
Mpumalanga

Cllr M Marais-Martin
Northern Cape

Cllr MD Monakedi
Limpopo

PROVINCIAL CHAIRPERSONS

Cllr R Bazier
Western Cape

Cllr N DubeFather S Mkhatshwa
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Mbali Cele
Co-ordinator:

Stakeholder Relations

Febridge Lebea
Head: Administration

& IT

Kiba Kekana
Chief Director

Dr Makhosi Khoza
CEO

Jerry Malaka
Head: Finance

Seani Serfontein
Head: HR

Buhle Ally
ED: Strategic Affairs

Graham Richards
ED: Govenance,

IGR & Municipal Services

Sabelo Wasa
ED: Finance &

Corporate Services

Rio Nolutshungu
ED: Municipal
Labour & HR

Linda Dlamini
Head: Labour Relations

Chinkie van Rensberg
Head: Municipal HR

Sifiso Mbatha
Head: Skills
Development

Ayanda Nabe
Head: Social

Development Projects

Futhi Msibi
Head: Marketing

& Communications

Khethekile Mathonsi
Head: International

Relations

Nathi Lekgoro
Co-ordinator:
Administration

& Legal Services

Pringle Raedani
Head: Municipal

Finance

Lance Joel
Head: Governance

Tebogo Moremi
Head: Municipal

Services

Chris Magwanqana
Deputy CEO: Eastern Cape

Mvusi Mgeyana
Acting Deputy CEO: KZN

Prince Sifiso Zulu
Acting Deputy CEO: Gauteng

Papo Maloka
  Deputy CEO: Limpopo

Gugu Langa
Deputy CEO: Mpumalanga

Jan Muller
Deputy CEO: North West

Hendrik Pietersen
Deputy CEO: Free State

Gaonyadiwe Mathobela
Deputy CEO: Northern Cape

Keith Nicol
Deputy CEO: Western Cape

Nari Patel
Co-ordinator:

Policy & Research
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SALGA’s GOVERNING BODIES

National Conference

The National Conference is the highest decision making

body at SALGA and is held every thirty (30) months. The

ultimate authority of SALGA resides in the National

Conference and chief amongst its powers are to: elect

office bearers (who comprise the core leadership of SALGA);

endorse the appointment of provincial nominees to the

National Executive Committee; and approve the programme

and business plan of SALGA for the period before the next

National Conference. It is during the National Conference

that the local government leaders adopt new systems, new

plans and diverse approaches to deliver services to

municipalities in an efficient and affordable manner.

National Members’ Assembly

The SALGA National Members’ Assembly, previously

known as the Consultative Assembly, is the second

highest decision making body between National

Conferences. The Assembly is held twice a year and

is attended by all mayors. The purpose of this forum

is to create regular opportunities for local government

leaders to debate and discuss topical issues, coordinate

responses within the sector to act collectively on various

challenges, and network with peers.

National Executive Committee (NEC)

The NEC, as stipulated in the amended SALGA

constitution adopted at the 2004 National Conference,

consists of the National Chairperson, three deputy

chairs, the nine provincial chairpersons, six additional

members and two co-opted members. The NEC is the

highest decision-making body in between the National

Conference and the National Members Assembly. The

NEC plays a crucial role in overseeing the overall

activities and implementation of SALGA programmes,

through its working groups and the administration. It

meets monthly to discuss issues pertaining to the daily

operations of the organisation.

Working Groups

The working groups act as the policy and strategic

engine of the organisation and serve as an important

platform for communication and coordination between

SALGA national, provinces and municipalities. The working

groups are not constitutionally determined, but are

dependent on the key priorities of the organisation as set

out in the business plan. They have powers to recommend

and report to the National Executive Committee. Currently,

SALGA has six working groups, namely:

9
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     • Governance and Intergovernmental Relations

• Human Resource Development

• Municipal Services

• Municipal Finance

• Economic Development

• Social Development

Clusters

The NEC has established three working group clusters,

namely the social, economic, governance and

administration. These structures are chaired by the

SALGA deputy chairpersons. The purpose of the clusters

is to enhance synergy and integration in all aspects of

planning and implementation; coordinate the function

of the working groups in terms of the approved

clustering; ensure that all major policy pronouncements

of SALGA and other spheres of government are

considered when decisions/ recommendations are

made; to provide decision makers with a bigger (macro)

scenario when discussing or debating issues and to

further facilitate decision-making.

National Conference
Highest decision-making body
Meets every 30 months

National Members Assembly
Second highest decision-making body
Meets twice a year

National Executive Committee
Highest decision-making body
in between National Conference
and Members Assembly.
Consists of: Chairperson, three
deputy chairs, provincial chairs,
six additional members
and head of administration
Meets monthly

SALGA
ADMINISTRATION

Chief Executive Officer

S
trategy &

 P
olicy Form

ulation
Im

plem
entation

Working Groups

GIR   - Governance and Intergovernmental Relations
HRD  - Human Resources Development
MS    - Municipal Services
MF    - Municipal Finance
ED    - Economic Development
SD    - Social Development

10

Clusters

 -  Social Cluster
 -  Economic Cluster
 -  Governance and Administration Cluster
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• Increase SALGA’s effectiveness and efficiency

to enhance sustainability of organised local

government and quality of service to its

members.

• To foster policy , strategy and operational

integration of SALGA.

• To promote and maintain planning, reporting

and budgetary excellence for the organisation

as a whole.

• To facilitate the strengthening of com-

munication in local government.

• To ensure that SALGA enhances and maintains

a high profile locally, regionally and

internationally.

• To facilitate and support the capacity of

member municipalities locally and through

continental and international exchanges and

peer learning in key areas.

• To mainstream issues of gender, youth, people

with disabilities and HIV and AIDS as central

cross-cutting issues in the local government

developmental agenda.

• Promote a lawful governance system which

will enable service delivery in a developmental

state.

• Promote the credibility and relevance of the

local government agenda in national policy

and programmes.

• Promote the enhancement and mobilisation

of existing capacity within the local government

sphere to share responsibility for its own

development.

• Monitor performance and evaluate service

delivery and communication.

• Facilitate the implementation of a labour and

human resources  d ispensat ion in

municipalities that enhances service delivery.

• Advocate labour peace in the sector.

• Ensure municipal compliance to workplace

legislation.

• Contribute to and support the government

programme of integrating the public sector.

OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

11
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GOVERNANCE, IGR & MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIRECTORATE

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

• To promote a governance system which will enable service delivery in a developmental state.

• To promote the credibility and relevance of the local government agenda in national policy formulation and programmes.

• To monitor performance and evaluate service delivery and communication.
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GOVERNANCE, IGR AND MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIRECTORATE

During the year under review, the functions of

Governance and Intergovernmental Relations (IGR),

Municipal Finance and Fiscal Relations and Municipal

Services, which existed separately, were integrated into

one directorate. The activities of the directorate are

now guided by a more focused understanding of the

core functions of SALGA.

FUNCTIONS OF THE DIRECTORATE

In each area of activity the fundamental responsibility

of SALGA is to represent the interests and views of its

members and to lobby for and advocate certain outcomes

and positions based on mandates obtained from

members. It is therefore SALGA’s responsibility to

ensure that the needs of municipalities are represented,

particularly at the national level, including forums

where individual municipalities would have limited or

no access.

The second major function of SALGA is the support

role, whereby as the representative of its members,

SALGA will define members’ needs, whether individually

or collectively, and lobby, advocate or leverage for its

members.  This also involves providing support and

advice to its members as well as coordinating and

encouraging knowledge sharing and its dissemination

amongst members.

The purpose of integrating the functions now contained

in the directorate – namely governance, inter-

governmental relations, municipal services and

municipal finance - was to achieve a level of cross-

cutting coordination and in this regard certain key

principles guide the activities of the Directorate.

(i) Representative role:

In its role of representing members, SALGA, through

this directorate, must:

• Know and understand municipal needs

(research, database reflecting municipal

interests, obtain clear mandates).

• Communicate, provide and facilitate the provision

of information (strong working group system,

circulars, knowledge sharing programmes,

communication with other spheres to obtain

information).

• Provide lobbying and advocacy skills at political

and official levels.

• Ensure maximum and consistent participation

in relevant IGR structures.

• Constantly prioritise activities to maintain

focus on the most important issues and to

address only what we have capacity for.

• Formulate a clear definition of roles between

SALGA and national and provincial government

(avoid competition, duplication, or the

assumption of a national or provincial

responsibility).

• Facilitate and promote the support and

strengthening of services by national and

provincial government.

• Ensure constant and consistent coordination

of activities within SALGA.

• Adequately fulfill the role of the local sphere

of government and represent its interests in

Governance, IGR and Municipal Services Directorate
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Governance, IGR and Municipal Services Directorate

national policy and legislative initiatives, both

in the development of policy and legislation

and in its implementation and similarly with

regard to programmes flowing from such policy

(e .g .  P ro jec t  Conso l ida te ,  MFMA

implementation, MIG, EPWP, WRP and ISRDP,

IGR legislation and policy, EDIR, Public Sector

Integration etc) by fulfilling a proactive rather

than a reactive role.

(ii)     Support role:

In its support role, SALGA is mandated to:

• Develop research and databases, in order to

define the needs of members.

• Lobby, advocate and demand support for

members by ensuring that national and provincial

government fulfill their constitutional roles.

• Leverage support from peers, international and

local donor and support agencies etc.

• Coordinate support and capacity building to

avoid duplication and ensure proper

prioritisation.

• Ensure appropriate support

• Provide support where possible and practical

• Facilitate knowledge sharing, capacity building

and circulation of information.

INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT

As the representative of the local sphere of government,

SALGA operates in an institutional context involving

representation at both a political and an administrative

level. The activities of the Directorate, and the equivalent

functional components of provincial offices, are focused

towards the appropriate external institutional structures.

These include:

• Structures of IGR at an executive level of

government.

• Structures of IGR at the legislative level of

government.

• Structures of IGR at a sector departmental

level (whether standing, adhoc, or consisting

of personal relationships).

• Structures of IGR at a provincial level (at
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executive and legislative level of government

and at the district and local level.

 • Learning networks (SA Cities Network, district

and local learning networks, peer review

programmes)

• Institutionalised relationships with funders

and partners.

Given the aforementioned, and bearing in mind the

existing functional areas set out above, the Directorate

has prioritised its activities to ensure consistent focus

on its two key roles, namely the representative and

support roles, without overburdening its institutional

capacity.

Governance, IGR and Municipal Services Directorate
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KEY FOCUS AREAS

• Constitutional matters

• Powers and functions of Municipalities

• Traditional Leadership issues

• Intergovernmental relations policy issues

• Demarcation issues

• Municipal elections

• Municipal bylaws

• Public participation

• Municipal international relations (until January

2005)

• Roles of elected municipal representatives

• Implementation of the local government

legislation

• Governance issues

CHALLENGES

2004/05 presented numerous and varied issues to be

addressed by the Governance and IGR Unit:

• Developing and implementing a framework for

consistent and informed participation in

intergovernmental forums.

• Defining and implementing SALGA's role in

Project Consolidate.

• Facilitating and supporting the implementation

of the Municipal Finance Management Act

and Municipal Property Rates Act.

• Representing local government views and

influencing the drafting processes of regulations

in terms of the above acts.

• Supporting and guiding municipalities on

implementation issues arising from the late

promulgation of the upper limits of salaries,

allowances and benefits of councillors.

• Participating in and influencing the

development of a new framework for councillor

remuneration.

• Participating in and influencing the policy

debate on the roles and functions of district

and local municipalities, and the allocation of

powers and functions accordingly.

• Pressurising provincial governments to make

progress with the repeal of old order legislation

in terms of the national agreement.

• Implementing SALGA National Conference

Resolutions on the review and rationalisation

of the policy and legislative framework for local

government.

• Participating in and influencing the drafting

process of provincial legislation on traditional

leaders and pressurising provincial legislatures

to make progress in passing it.

• Participating in and influencing the

development of legislative and contractual

frameworks for the establishment of regional

electricity distributors.

• Developing influential policy positions and papers.

Governance, IGR and Municipal Services Directorate

GOVERNANCE AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS UNIT
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Governance, IGR and Municipal Services Directorate

• Resolving contractual and labour issues

emerging from the transfer of water services

from DWAF to Water Service Authorities.

• Develop a framework for the establishment of

electoral units in municipalities and manage

the contractual and labour consequences of

the transfers of EPCs to municipalities.

• Engaging the NCOP and provincial governments

on the inconsistent implementation of Section

139 of the Constitution.

ACHIEVEMENTS

• Arising from concerns identified by the Steytler

Commission, regarding the representative

capacity of SALGA, a system for tracking

meetings of key intergovernmental forums and

other events requiring mandated SALGA

participation, has been established, and

specific councillors have been appointed to

represent SALGA in these forums, resulting in

full mandated representation in IGR structures.

• Participated in the implementation and

oversight structures of Project Consolidate at

national and provincial level by inter alia:

 •   Facilitating the identification and

     deployment of municipal officials as

       service delivery facilitators in struggling

         municipalities resulting in implementation

       of fast track projects and identification

       of needs.

•      Assisted in the development of municipal

       action plans and the passing of municipal

    resolutions to participate in Project

     Consolidate, resulting in all identified

        municipalities receiving hands-on support

      and financial allocations under Project

       Consolidate.

• Played a major role in supporting the

implementation of the Municipal Finance

Management Act through the development

and circulation of guidelines and clarifications.

• Conducted provincial practical implementation

workshops, thus assisting municipalities to

develop capacity, identify and implement real

issues and build the requirements of the MFMA

into their business systems.

• Developed the implementation process of the

Property Rates Act with DPLG, resulting in a

process in line with National Conference

resolutions, assisting municipalities to implement

the Act progressively and in terms of manageable

time frames, with generic policies and

frameworks, thus saving money and time.
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• Submitted comprehensive input on the Minister

of Local Government's Guidelines to be

promulgated in terms of the Municipal Systems

Act on the process of devolution of powers

and functions influencing the content to avoid

unfunded mandates and protect municipal

interests.

• Participated in the Municipal Demarcation

Board's powers and functions review, influenced

recommendations to clarify disputes between

district and local municipalities to reflect a

consistent approach from year to year.

• Developed and implemented a comprehensive

strategy for election preparation defining the

role of municipalities, including education

programmes for encouraging civic responsibility,

thus providing clarity and saving municipal

resources.

• Assisted the Department of Home Affairs on the

distribution of ID books, promotion of registration

weekends and managing the multi sectoral

process of ensuring voting station infrastructure

is in place, thus enhancing the democratic

process.

• Developed a comprehensive set of standard

bylaws, which will be submitted to the Minister

of Provincial and Local Government during the

2005/06 year for promulgation which will ensure

standardisation and certainty, and will support

municipalities with capacity shortfalls and save

all municipalities substantial promulgation costs.

• Developed a comprehensive policy paper on

an approach to the rationalisation and review

of the legislative framework for local government

which has been incorporated in the DPLG

Project Consolidate recommendations to

Cabinet  and will result in a simpler legal

regime and assist municipalities with

compliance.

• Established working relationships with

provincial Houses of Traditional Leaders which

will promote the conclusion of an agreement

between the National Executive Committee

and the National House of Traditional Leaders.

It is envisaged that this will ensure a degree

of certainty regarding roles and simplify

implementation challenges for municipalities.

• Participated at a conceptual and operational

level in the processes of electricity distribution

industry restructuring (EDIR), resulting directly

in the protection of key interests, e.g.

constitutional role as reticulator, preservation

of municipal income from sales, REDs to be

municipal entities and withdrawal of

unconstitutional drafts of EDIR Bill.

• Developed a comprehensive policy position on

the review of the councillor support system,

including councillor remuneration resulting in:

•       influencing the process of the Independent

     Commission for the Remuneration of

     Public Office Bearers to adopt com-

   prehensive role profiles properly

        defining the role of councillors, which will

       ensure more adequate councillor support.
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•      SALGA has lobbied the National Treasury

       to allocate funds in the national budget

    for councillor remuneration, and in

       principle this has been agreed to, which

   will enhance the ability of muni-

       cipalities to deliver sustainable services.

• Consistently promoted the need for clarification

of the annual proclamations on upper limits

of salaries allowances and benefits and have

achieved significant amendments in this regard

resulting in easier and more uniform

implementation and fewer audit queries.

• Participated extensively in the policy

development processes underpinning the

Intergovernmental Relations Framework Bill,

thereafter participated in the drafting process

and consistently participated in the

Parliamentary Committee process on the

passing of the Act, resulting in the inclusion

of provisions clarifying and entrenching the

role of organised local government and

municipalities and creating a sound legal base

for the representation of municipal interests.

• Developed influential guideline documents

and policy position papers  saving  municipal

resources and providing consistency in service

delivery  e.g. policy for sustainable human

settlements and the Speakers' Handbook.

• Co-hosted the International Conference on

“Poverty reduction through improved

regulation” at which SALGA and its members

submitted influential papers. The outcomes

of the conference have been published as a

resource and have been influential in defining,

inter alia, DWAF policy on regulation for

municipalities and in assisting members to

implement regulation frameworks.

• Convened the international constitutional

commission responsible for developing the

constitution of the United Cities and Local

Government for Africa and played a leading
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role in drafting the Constitution resulting in

its adoption at UCLGA Founding Conference.

• Co-hosted, with GTZ, a National Advocacy

Workshop leading to an International Advocacy

Study Tour undertaken by SALGA leadership

and the development of an advocacy training

programme for SALGA staff to improve their

ability to represent members' interests which

will be incorporated in municipal training

programmes.

• Established an ongoing working partnership

with the NCOP for the development of the

legislative framework envisaged by Section

139 of the Constitution and a handbook to

guide the process of intervention by provincial

governments which will promote certainty,

compliance by provinces and ensure more

focused, appropriate and effective interventions.

• Formulated recommendations to the Municipal

Demarcation Board Boundaries Committee

and Powers and Functions Committee which

were adopted, influencing the way in which

the Board has approached its powers and

functions review to achieve a more consistent

and comparable result and allowing its use as

a tool for focused support to municipalities,

rather than a punitive instrument.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/6

• Continue to influence the implementation

processes for Municipal Finance Management

Act and Property Rates Act, and the regulation

development process to achieve an

understandable and practically achievable

compliance process, thus improving municipal

performance; develop and hold provincial practical

implementation workshops for both Acts to assist

municipalities to address and implement concrete

requirements (e.g. adopt a rates policy).

• Drive proper implementation of the

Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act

at municipal and provincial level, advocate

understanding thereof and internalisation in

national and provincial sector departments to

ensure municipal interests are protected.

• Finalise the Municipal Office Bearers handbook

to assist with establishment of newly elected

councils and support new councillors in

understanding roles

• Continue to participate in and finalise the

review of the councillor support system by

advocating inclusion of provisions in the

national budget and inclusion of proposals in

Moseneke Commission recommendations.

• Engage in the modelling exercise on the new

policy approach to EDIR and ensure appropriate

contractual and legislative processes.

• Engage in legislative processes affecting local

government, e.g. Electricity Regulation Bill,

Electricity Distribution Industry Restructuring

Bill, legislation to give effect to elimination of

Cross Boundary municipalities and the

finalisation of the Intergovernmental Relations

Framework Act.
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• Participate in and influence the process towards

the integration of the public sector in particular

the legislative processes to give effect to this.

• Implement the SALGA elections strategy.

MUNICIPAL SERVICES UNIT

KEY FOCUS AREAS

• Housing

• Water and sanitation services

• Energy

• Waste management

• Environmental management

• Sustainable development

• Infrastructure

• EPWP

• Public transport

• Public safety

• Local Economic Development (LED)

• Tourism

• Integrated Development Planning (IDP)

• Community Based Planning (CBP)

• Urban and rural development

• Land use management

• Disaster management and emergency services

• Libraries, parks and cemeteries

Due to the wide scope of the Municipal Services Unit,

the report for the year under review will be addressed

in terms of the different services and focus areas.

INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PLANNING (IDP)

CHALLENGES

• Ensuring that IDPs are aligned to the relevant

Provincial Growth and Development Strategy

(PGDS) and the National Spatial Development

Perspective (NSDP).

• Providing guidance to municipalities on linking

IDPs to budget and in IDP implementation.

• Improving sector department’s participation

in the IDPs, thereby making IDP a tool for

inter-sphere planning and resource allocation.

• Ensuring that IDP becomes an instrument to

guide all planning, decision-making and

investments in a municipality.

ACHIEVEMENTS

• SALGA, jointly with DPLG, developed the IDP

hearings process held in all provinces and

nationally. A report was drafted and is to be

submitted into the national intergovernmental

process and to Cabinet during 2005/06 which

will influence the inter sphere planning process,

to ensure better integration of PGDS and the

NSDP with IDPs and better participation of

sector departments in IDP processes.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• The programme will focus on the alignment

of the IDP process to PGDS and NSP through

the IDP hearings, as well as facilitating the

process of implementing the outcomes of the

National IDP Hearings.
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LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (LED)

CHALLENGES

• Changing local goverment’s tendency to focus

on small grant projects or small scale job

creation, and encouraging the creation of an

economically enabling environment.

• Translating the Extended Public Works

Programme (EPWP) into a key driver for

economic development at a local level.

ACHIEVEMENTS

• Developed training or information CD on best

practices for local economic development,

assisting municipalities to understand and

implement LED programs and share knowledge.

Workshops were conducted in some provinces

on the use of the CD's and this process will

be completed in 2005/06.

• Participated in the development of Policy

Guidelines for Implementation of LED, assisting

municipalities to implement uniform

approaches to LED, aligned to National policy.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Hold provincial LED road-shows to address:

 •      Sharing integrated approach on LEDs

•    Integrate Community Based Part-

         icipation in the LED

•      Review and stipulate the key areas of

         IDP Hearings in line with LED          

TOURISM

CHALLENGES

• The key challenge from a local government
perspective is capacity development on tourism
issues at the municipal level.

ACHIEVEMENTS

• Regularly participated at MIPTECH and

MinMec, the Tourism Transformation Working

Group and the Tourism CEOs Forum resulting

in recognition of the key role of municipalities

in tourism promotion and the focus of national

policy and support on municipal tourism

initiatives.
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• Participated in the Tourism Month activities,

including the Tourism Conference, highlighting

the role of municipalities.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Prepare the local government sector for the 2010
Soccer World Cup.

• Mainstream tourism activities in economic
development at municipal level.

• Build capacity on tourism and engage in training
youth in tourism programmes.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

CHALLENGES

• Building capacity at municipal level in dealing
with the on-going operational challenges of waste
management such as land-fill sites, scavenging
and recycling.

ACHIEVEMENTS

• In conjunction with the Department of
Environmental Affairs and Tourism (DEAT),
SALGA developed the Cleanest Town Competition
to encourage municipalities to improve waste
management so as to create a cleaner
environment.  The conclusion of the competition
will take place in the 2005/06 financial year.

  • Through SALGA's engagement on members'
behalf, waste management has been identified
as a priority for the DEAT.

• Participated in commencing the development
of Waste Collection Standards.  These
standards will provide international
level standards for the collection and
management of waste by all
municipalities.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Finalise and implement the Waste
Collection Standards in Municipalities.
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

CHALLENGES

• Providing the planning and resources that will

enable municipalities to deliver in such a way

so as to meet the Millennium Development

Goals as defined by the Johannesburg WSSD.

• Implementing the JPOI (Johannesburg Plan

of Implementation) at a local government level.

• Improving and lobbying for the role of Local

Government at the Commission on Sustainable

Development (CSD) at a national and

international level.

• Increasing the participation of local government

in the development of the National Strategy

for Sustainable Development (NSSD).

ACHIEVEMENTS

• SALGA gained recognition by the Department

of Environmental Affairs and Tourism, through

its participation in the Commission for

Sustainable Development meetings. The

Commission provides a platform for SALGA to

represent and protect the interests of its

members and has ensured that unfunded and

impractical obligations are not imposed.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Prepare for the Commission on Sustainable

Development (CSD) 14 and ensure that all

municipalities participate and are able to raise

issues affecting the implementation of the

Sustainable Development Programme in

this forum.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

CHALLENGES

• Ensuring the compilation of State of the

Environment Report by municipalities.

• Appointing and training of environmental

inspectors.

• Implementing and supporting the Bio-diversity

Act and Action Plan.

• Implementing the Environmental Impact

Assessment.

• Developing environmental indicators.

• Aligning IDPs to environmental management

programmes.

ACHIEVEMENTS

• Salga conducted workshops on Biodiversity

Act and Action Plan, promoting understanding

and assisting municipalities to comply.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Strengthen efforts to align the environmental

programmes to Integrated Development Plans.
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HOUSING

CHALLENGES

• Ensuring that, with the introduction of the

Comprehensive Strategy for Sustainable Human

Settlements or Breaking New Ground (BNG)

programme, municipalities understand and

work towards the BNG strategy.

• Preparing municipalities in terms of capacity

and skills, to undertake the housing function

once the proposed Municipal Housing

Accreditation takes effect.  Also, ensuring that

this process is managed in a manner that

empowers  and proper l y  cons iders

local government.

• Assisting municipalities to play a part in

addressing the housing backlogs in their areas.

ACHIEVEMENTS

• Established partnership with SALGA's

counterpart in the Netherlands (VNG) to

promote sharing of experiences in the field of

social housing resulting in:

• SALGA in partnership with VNG launching a

social housing program with pilot projects

undertaken in four municipalities to develop

understanding of the issues and challenges.

• SALGA influenced the development of the

national Social Housing Policy and has

supported municipalities in the implementation

of social housing programs.

• Commence work on Social Housing Toolkit

(to be completed and rolled out in 2005/6).

• Will provide a practical aid  to implementing

social housing LOGO SOUTH Programme.

This programme implements SA/Dutch

municipal partnerships and has resulted in

hands on financial and human resource support

to municipalities on housing issues.

• SALGA has influenced the development and

implementation of the Comprehensive Strategy

for Sustainable Human Settlement Plan which

has resulted in achieving, inter alia, the

following Local government objectives:

•      The progressive devolution of the housing

function from a provincial and national

to a municipal level (giving legal force to
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the practical situation, providing a legal

basis to recover unfunded costs, and

enabling better integrated planning of

communities).

•    The definition of devolution in terms of

the Municipal Housing Accreditation

process  and agreement  o f  an

implementation schedule (providing

certainty for municipalities to plan)

•     Clarity for municipalities of their role in

housing, removal of unfunded mandates

and correction of the relationship with

provinces.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Continued support for and participation in the

implementation of the Breaking New Ground

Strategy (BNG) including identification of crisis

areas and implementation of rehabilitation

projects, ensure progressive implementation

of accreditation.

• Complete and roll out the Social Housing

Toolkit and hold implementation workshops in

provinces.

• Develop a generic performance agreement to

monitor relations between municipalities and

social housing institutions.

COMMUNITY BASED PLANNING

CHALLENGES

• Entrenching participatory governance and

increasing community based planning at the

municipal level remains a challenge.

ACHIEVEMENTS

• Pilot projects were concluded in nine

municipalities resulting in the development

of a generic model for CBP, a lesson sharing

workshop was held in Mangaung to assist

municipalities to implement CBP and the

model will be rolled out for implementation in

2005/06 providing assistance to municipalities

on a uniform and workable package, saving

time and resources and a proper uniform basis

for community participation.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Focus on the full implementation of the CBP

guides.

ENERGY

CHALLENGES

• Capacity constraints at municipal level to

implement sustainable energy programmes

remains a challenge.

• Providing alternative energy in areas without

electricity as part of free basic energy roll-out.

• Effective monitoring and evaluation of electricity

programmes and FBE.

• Change in the electricity restructuring strategy

as it relates to the establishment of the Regional

Electricity Distributors (REDs), and the shift

from six to the proposed seven REDs model.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

• Participated in lobbying and representing the
needs of municipalities with regard to electricity
and energy.

• Developed the Free Basic Energy (FBE) Policy
and distributed  it for implementation nationally
thus assisting municipalities to achieve a
uniform approach, profit from knowledge
sharing and to save resources.

• As a direct result of SALGA lobbying on its
2004 conference resolution on the issue, the
Minister of Minerals and Energy announced
that  REDs will be municipal entities, ensuring

municipal control and focus on the interests

of municipal consumers.

• Hosted information and technical workshops

with municipalities in all the nine provinces
on electricity restructuring, ensuring
understanding of the policy and process and
uniform implementation of preparatory work.

• Conducted a study on municipal progress  with
EDIR, which informed the SALGA lobbying process,
development and distribution of a check list and
hands on advice and support in undertaking e.g.
ring fencing and other preparatory work.

• SALGA also actively participated in a number
of sectoral bodies and organisations, including
EDI Holdings Sectoral Committees, Capacity
Building on Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy (CABEERE) and the Association of
Municipal Electricity Undertakings.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Ensure operationalisation of the Regional

Electricity Distributor.

• Promote energy efficiency and demand side

management.

• Develop a funding agreement for rendering of

the FBE.

• Oversee the migration of the Electrification
Fund to MIG.

• Conduct research on which cities are doing
alternative energy provision as part of FBE.

TRANSPORT

ACHIEVEMENTS

• In the transport sector, SALGA continues its
active participation at Transport Technical
MinMec and MinMec which has resulted in
recognition of the role of municipalities in
delivering public transport and inclusion of
municipal interests in national policy.

• A public transport workshop for Executive
Mayors and MECS was also held during the
year under review.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Encourage improved Public Transport

• Taxi Recapitalisation and ownership of taxi

ranks by municipalities.
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WATER AND SANITATION

CHALLENGES

• Forging partnerships with all the stakeholders

in the Water Services Sector to achieve the

targets contained in the strategic framework

for water services.

• Understanding of Section 78 of the Municipal

Systems Act in choosing the optimal service

delivery mechanism, including the

implementation thereof.

• Involving municipalities in the establishment

of Catchment Management Agencies,

part icular ly  representat ion on the

Governing Board.

• Challenges remain regarding the July 2005

implementation of the free basic sanitation

policy, in light of a lack of clarity regarding

policy, and the adequacy of funding for O&M.

• Transfering DWAF assets to municipalities,

which may only be complete by March 2006

subject to Section 78 processes, and may

come to a halt in some provinces during the

election period.

• Building a healthier partnership with civil society

in consultation with member municipalities,

particularly water services authorities.

ACHIEVEMENTS

By way of external funding, SALGA has been able to

make significant achievements in the water and

sanitation areas:

• Conclusion of active partnerships with

stakeholders in the water sector on

implementation of the Strategic Framework

on Water Services.

• Actively participates in implementation

structures, inter alia, National Institutional

Reform Task Team, Regulation Reference
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Support Reference Group, which has resulted

in ongoing influence of national policy and

strategies.

• SALGA is an integral member of the National

Joint Response Team at national and provincial

level conducting hands on interventions to support

the S78 and other service delivery processes.

• Research on status quo of the water service

transfer process has resulted in mandates

supporting the achievement of an agreement on

full financial support to receiving municipalities.

• PAWS (Partnership on Water and Sanitation)

between Britain and SALGA has piloted a

hands on support programme in 3

municipalities and has facilitated knowledge

sharing on regulation, adding to the available

service delivery support structures available

through SALGA.

• SALGA developed the national benchmarking

initiative, and has concluded an agreement

with DWAF and WRC, which will support

municipalities by developing and implementing

a world class framework for water services

delivery and enhancing knowledge sharing.

• SALGA developed the water services provider

network to enable WSAs to share resources

and deliver more efficient and sustainable

water services.

• SALGA implemented and provided strategic

support to MIG focus groups at the district

level to identify blockages, resource constraints

and share resources to enhance infrastructure

spending.

• SALGA developed a decision making tool on

alternative sanitation technologies aimed at

enhancing political decision making - the tool

has been introduced at Amatole DM and will

be piloted further and rolled out to

municipalities during 2005/06, which will

enable municipalities to identify appropriate

and affordable alternative technologies and

implement public participation exercises to

promote understanding and remove resistance.

• During the period under review, SALGA

continued to influence the development of the

SFWS national policy in the fields of

institutional reform, regulation and sector

support which will be completed in 2005/06,

resulting in a balanced sector policy framework

28
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with defined roles and a strong commitment

of resources to supporting and strengthening

local government.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Encourage WSAs to sign Transfer Agreements.

• Take appropriate steps to enhance the  Section

78 process.

• Continue to play a leading role in the

institutional reform process.

• Develop and articulate a SALGA position

regarding Water Services regulations.

• Develop a framework on asset management.

• Prioritise addressing the sanitation backlog

and bucket eradication and ensure alignment

necessary for improved sanitation delivery in

line with sanitation targets.

MUNICIPAL FINANCE AND FISCAL
RELATIONS

KEY FOCUS AREAS

• Intergovernmental fiscal processes

• Municipal budgeting processes

• Revenue generation and collection initiatives

• Support of municipalities under Section 139

intervention

• Municipal financial management and reporting

• Municipal capital projects funding

• Implementation of municipal legislation

INTERGOVERNMENTAL FISCAL PROCESSES

CHALLENGES

• Representation to intergovernmental structures

at a political level of the organisation has been

a major challenge, especially at the beginning

of the financial year, as the organisation was

gearing up for its national conference. The

consultation process by national departments

on policies which impact on municipal finance

in many instances happened towards the end

of the process and this led to SALGA having

little time to prepare a well informed input.

• Local government involvement in the national

budgeting process remains a concern.  SALGA

is consulted on national budgeting and division

of revenue via intergovernmental structure called

the Budget Forum. However, the Budget Forum

sits only once and only towards the end of the

budgeting process, while the other budgeting

structure called the Budget Council where

Provincial governments are consulted sits more

than once. As a result, the local sphere appears

not to have an equal voice in the inter-

governmental processes that ultimately culminate

in the vertical division of revenue. Local

government appears to receive the residual share

of national revenue after the national and

provincial shares have been allocated.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

Under the difficult circumstances as reflected under the above

challenges SALGA managed to make well informed submissions/

inputs in many intergovernmental fiscal processes.

• SALGA made a substantial submission to the

NCOP: Select Committee on Finance on trends

in intergovernmental finances.  The submission

highlighted, among others, the imperative of

financial sustainability of municipalities and the

importance of operating expenditure as the

primary instrument of service delivery. This was

accepted by the Committee and informs its

consideration of these issues.

• SALGA also made significant inputs in the

extended Cabinet meeting on 2005/06 budget

allocation approval. The inputs sought to highlight

areas of concern in the allocation of resources

from the national fiscus between the spheres of

government, resulting in a higher proportion of

direct transfers and fewer conditions.

• Made input into the hearing by NCOP: Select

Committee on Finance on Medium Term Budget

Policy Statement. In addition to the issues raised

in previous hearings, this submission highlighted

the importance of achieving economies without

compromising service delivery and national policy

and requested more emphasis on further

measures to create more jobs for unskilled labour.

Proposals were accepted by NCOP and

recommended to NT for implementation.

• Supported the 2005 Division of Revenue Bill, but

requested the serious consideration of the completion

of the process of reviewing the local government

fiscal framework (which is now being implemented).

•      Proposed that the elimination of RSC levies

       by 2006 be replaced by a revenue source

     or tax instrument which will be easily

       collectable (SALGA’s comprehensive input

        included in NT proposal for implementation

       in 2005/06).

•     Requested that the process of applying for

      conditional grants be simplified (proposal

      accepted and being implemented by NT).
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•      Highlighted that, while an additional

     R2.4 billion is allocated to local

       government in the 2005/06 budget,

     municipal budgets still constitute

           about 90% of own revenue. Municipalities

       with low revenue raising capacity are

          struggling to meet their developmental

        mandate (recognised and reflected in

         2005/06 formula amendments).

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Effective participation and visible influence

in RSC levy replacement process.

• Participation in the process of re-alignment of

powers and functions and the review of local

government fiscal framework.

• Enhancement of municipalities' accessibility

to conditional grants.

• Improve effective, consistent political

representations at intergovernmental fiscal

structures.

MUNICIPAL BUDGETING PROCESS

CHALLENGES

• Most municipalities are reliant on grants and

donor funding to finance capital expenditure.

Smaller municipalities are not able to raise

loans due to cash flow problems and

creditworthiness.

• Although most of the municipalities embarked

on community participation as required in

terms of MFMA, in some provinces concerns

were raised that community participation is

not meaningful as communities are not

capacitated to interrogate and input on the

municipal budget. It is also important to note

that in provinces like Northern Cape,

community participation is to some extent

difficult due to distances and/or dispersed

settlements in the province.

• Concern has been raised over the lack of

timeous participation by sector departments

during the budget process. This resulted in

municipalities failing to approve budgets within

the timeframe as stipulated in the budget

process plan.

• Most municipalities raised a concern over the

registration period for MIG project and the

delays in approvals as this resulted in under-

spending on municipal budgets.

• There is mismatch between budget allocations

and the capacity to spend and as such there

is low spending on capital budget across

all municipalities.

ACHIEVEMENTS

• A costing manual to assist municipalities in

costing their activities and budgeting

accordingly was developed and distributed to

all municipalities providing an accessible tool

in assisting municipalities to implement

effective and efficient business processes.
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• SALGA again successfully held the Local

Government Budget Week workshops in all

provinces in July and August 2004, followed

by the municipal budget analysis and the

distribution of an analysis report. These

activities enabled municipalities to participate

in an effective knowledge sharing activity on

budget processes (such as effective public

participation) and budget content (such as

linking long term operating impact to capital

expenditure) and to benefit from document

tracking trends both in individual budgets and

in the sector at large. Both are invaluable in

supporting IDP’s and budget reviews.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Develop guidelines to help municipalities in

easily accessing the conditional grants available

in the intergovernmental system.

• Develop mechanisms to help municipalities

in enhancing their spending on capital projects.

• Develop positions to inform the review of

percentages used as norms for budget allocation

per expense category.

REVENUE GENERATION AND COLLECTION
INITIATIVES

CHALLENGES

• Limited revenue base, the ability of

municipalities to collect and debt reduction

still remain huge challenges for municipalities.

High levels of unemployment and an increasing

indigent population and poverty translates to

non-payment of services and makes cost

recovery difficult, leading to a high possibility

of debt being written off.

• Many rural municipalities have very low or no

revenue base available for them to raise their

own revenue. Furthermore, there is also a general

concern from the metros and district municipalities

with regard to future funding sources due to the

abolishment of the RSC levy in July 2006.

 • Unfunded mandates in areas such as

environmental health is a serious challenge

for municipalities. According to the FFC Annual

Submission for the Division of Revenue

2006/07, unfunded mandates / unspecified

responsibilities, and new obligations within

existing functions have created a number of

financial consequences.

Governance, IGR and Municipal Services Directorate
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ACHIEVEMENTS

• SALGA participated fully in the implementation

of the new local government equitable share

formula after the successful review of the old

formula. The new formula was partially used to

make equitable share allocation for 2005/06 and

this has seen revenue increase to all municipalities

with greater need due to the low level of their own

revenue base and high number of poor and indigent

consumers. The allocations were also aligned to

the assignment of powers and functions. Sundry

revenue increased significantly due to the increase

in equitable share allocations to all municipalities.

In small municipalities the equitable share

allocations now represent as much as 50% or

more of the total revenue budget.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Develop inputs to assist NT in defining the

developmental component of the new equitable

share formula.

• Authoritatively research and quantify the extent

and impact of “unfunded mandates”, develop

a mandated SALGA position, track assignments

of functions  and ensure that revenue follows

function each time a function is re-assigned.

• Continue to lobby NT, DPLG and sector

departments to assist municipalities to recover

debt owed to them for municipal services by some

national departments and provincial governments.

• Develop a common formula for municipalities to

use in measuring revenue collection in order to

ensure that collection from one municipality could

be easily compared to that of another municipality.

MUNICIPAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND
REPORTING

CHALLENGES

• The current reforms in financial management

have resulted in complexities on accounting and

financial reporting standards that municipalities

have to adhere to.  Municipalities are compiling

financial statements using different accounting

standards, namely IMFO standards, GAMAP

and GRAP. The collaborative effort amongst

financial practitioners within the sector to

complement each other's skills and techniques

in conducting proper financial planning and

deployment strategy of local financial resources

has not been at its best.

ACHIEVEMENTS

• SALGA initiated and facilitated the

establishment of District Area Finance Forums

which have assisted municipalities in making

better use of existing financial skills by sharing

resources, financial systems and hardware and

achieve economies of scale.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Ensure the effective operation of the District

Area Finance Forums.

• Develop, in collaboration with IMFO, a

handbook for municipal finance practitioners

on a code of accounting practice for

municipalities in South Africa.

Governance, IGR and Municipal Services Directorate
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• Analyse municipal budgets in order to check the

trends and advise appropriately.

• Develop an approach to deal with common

queries reflected on the audit reports of

municipalities.

• Finalise the mandated SALGA position paper on

RSC Levies and ensure the provision of adequate

replacement funding for 2006/07 financial year

IMPLEMENTATION OF MUNICIPAL LEGISLATION

CHALLENGES

• The key legislation applicable to municipalities

for which SALGA won significant gains for the

continuing viability of the local sphere, during

deliberations in Parliament, were enacted during

the year under review.

• Many challenges for municipalities have arisen

in the practical implementation, most notably

under  the MFMA and particularly in the

regulations process.

• SALGA has identified and continued to engage

with NT and municipalities on the practicalities

of implementation regarding:

•      Governance arrangements versus personnel

       expenditure.

•     Performance management versus service

       delivery.

•     Submission of financial statements to the

    Auditor General and compilation and

       submission of annual reports to Councils.

•     Differentiation between executive roles and

       responsibilities of MECs and the Ministers

       of Local Government and Finance.

•     Smooth implementation of Sections 121,

       131 and 132 of the Act.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Support municipalities in the rollout of the

MFMA and Property Rate Act.

• Development of a basic and advanced Financial

Management training program for CFOs.

Governance, IGR and Municipal Services Directorate
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DISTRICT LEARNING NETWORK

Plenary Meetings / Seminars / Workshops

These are meetings attended by all member district

municipalities to give mandate on issues as identified

and to further assess progress on workplans.

Two such meetings were held:

• General Plenary Meeting at Southern District

Municipality (April 2004).

• Peer Review Seminar at Cape Winelands District

Municipality (May 2005).

Peer Reviews

The peer review programme is part of the Peer Learning

Component of the Knowledge Sharing Programme.

Peer Review is a process conducted by peers (from

other municipalities) for a period of a week with the

aim of assisting municipalities that have been reviewed

to identify their strengths and weaknesses.

Three peer reviews were conducted:

• Amathole District Municipality

• Thabo Mofutsanyana Distict Municipality; and

• Sedibeng Distict Municipality

Research

The Research on Service Delivery in District

Management Areas was conducted by the Human

Sciences Research Council and completed in 2004.

The objective of the study was to evaluate service

delivery initiatives in different DMA settlements and

the identification of “best practice”.

Benchmarks

This programme is rolled out through task teams

comprising representatives from member municipalities.

Task teams in this case will vary according to the

experts needed for a particular field to be benchmarked.

• The Ideal District Municipality Benchmark was

developed in 2003 and revised in 2004 to

provide for the new challenges that are affecting

municipalities.

• The Ideal District Municipality Benchmark is

a tool for use in the peer review programme.

It also serves as a self assessment tool for

the DMs.

KNOWLEDGE SHARING PROGRAMME
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LOCAL LEARNING NETWORK

Plenary Meetings / Seminars / Workshops

One plenary meeting and two workshops were held, namely:

• Municipal Finance Worskhop was held in July
2004 at Sol Plaatje LM.

• Ideal LM Benchmark Workshop was held in
November 2004 in Tshwane. The aim of the
workshop was to review an ideal municipality
benchmark that was developed under SACN.
The workshop was successful and a task team
was formed to further deal with the technical
aspects of the benchmark.

• LLN Plenary Meeting was held at Matjhabeng
LM in September 2005

Peer Reviews

Four peer reviews were conducted on the following LM's:

• Rustenburg Local Municipality
• Polokwane Local Municipality
• Emfuleni Local Municipality; and

• Mogale City Local Municipality

Benchmarks

The task team for developing benchmarks has been
formed. It comprises of representatives from Polokwane
LM, Rustenburg LM and Mogale City LM, supported by
officials from SALGA and DPLG.The Local Municipalities
Ideal Benchmark has been revised by the task team.

Task Teams

LLN Task teams on the five focus areas have been
established, namely:

• Municipal Finance
• Local Economic Development
• Integrated Development Planning
• Service Delivery; and
• Leadership

OTHER KSP PROGRAMMES

There are other programmes and projects that affect
both the learning networks, but are not implemented
exclusively by either of the two, but rather within KSP
in general.

• Four peer reviews have been planned to be
conducted by March 2006.

• Improvement Plans are currently being
developed for the municipalities that were
reviewed.

• KSP is currently engaging other partners e.g.
Water Information Network and DPLG in the
knowledge management sector to partner in
the KSP Conference and broaden the scope
of the conference. The conference will be held
in 2006.

• The Executive Leadership Programme skills
audit was conducted and the project is engaging
the Skill Development Unit to make inputs
into this programme.

• The Skills Yellow Pages Project has been

delayed due to capacity constraints.

Governance, IGR and Municipal Services Directorate
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STRATEGIC AFFAIRS DIRECTORATE

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

• To ensure that SALGA enhances and maintains a high profile position locally, regionally and internationally.

• To mainstream issues of gender, youth, people with disabilities and HIV and AIDS as central cross-cutting

issues in the local government developmental agenda.

• To facilitate and support the capacity of member municipalities locally and through continental and

international exchanges and peer learning in key areas.
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FUNCTIONS OF THE DIRECTORATE

Strategic Affairs is a new directorate established in

January 2005. During the year under review, the

Directorate was responsible for social development

issues, including gender, HIV and AIDS, the disabled

and youth; skills development; marketing and

communication; and international relations. 

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

KEY FOCUS AREAS

The SALGA social development programme focuses on:

• Gender mainstreaming

• Youth in local government

• People with disabilities

• HIV and AIDS

CHALLENGES

• Recognition of social development programs

as a local government mandate in

 municipalities is still not prioritised.

• Mainstreaming of gender in municipal

programme and IDPs.  This is mainly due to

the fact that many officials and councillors

still lack the expertise to mainstream gender.

• Developing and implementing HIV and AIDS

programmes that are municipal specific and

driven as developmental programmes. 

ACHIEVEMENTS

GENDER ISSUES

• SALGA developed a municipal gender policy

using uMsunduzi and Ethekwini municipalities

as pilots. Through this process councillors and

senior management have been intensively trained

on gender issues as they relate to municipalities.

• Dedicated officials have been appointed to

SALGA provincial offices to effectively roll out

the social development action plan. The

officials have been capacitated on gender

mainstreaming and gender issues. The

deployment of these trained officials have resulted

in an integrated style of customer service, and

for the first time, municipalities have close access

to support and advice on gender issues.

• SALGA also conducted a gender audit which

was aimed at verifying existing gender situations

in each municipality. The audit revealed serious

imbalances in women representation and

participation within both the political and

administrative structure of municipalities.

• The audit report served as the main reference

point when SALGA hosted the “2005 Women in

Local Government Summit” in Gauteng. The

summit deliberations focused mainly on the

findings of the gender audit report. As a result of

the audit report the Summit resolved to address

the gender imbalances in local government by

adopting the “50/50 women representation in the

local government elections” campaign, which had

been adopted by different political parties in their

local government campaigns. Different political

parties heeded the call and increased women

representation in their municipal election lists.

STRATEGIC AFFAIRS DIRECTORATE
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YOUTH ISSUES

• SALGA established concrete relations with

various players in the youth development sector.

The relationships have enhanced SALGA's

understanding of the needs and expectations

of youth.

• The insight gained resulted in the formulation

of a SALGA Youth Development Strategy. The

youth strategy will guide the organisation on

the programmes to implement to ensure that

the quality of life and the status of youth is

improved.

HIV and AIDS

• In addressing the capacity gaps in

municipalities on HIV and AIDS issues and

its impact on municipal capacity, SALGA,

together with the SA Cities Network and the

City of Cape Town, hosted a symposium entitled

“HIV and AIDS in the Workplace”. The

symposium resulted in the empowerment of

member municipalities' on how to handle the

HIV and AIDS pandemic in the municipal

workplace.

• A municipal HIV and AIDS audit is currently

underway to identify the needs of municipalities,

to develop an HIV and AIDS directory and

document best practices for the purpose of

mobilising resources for local government.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Building the capacity of the social development

officers and councillors in municipalities.

• Developing municipal specific gender policies

in local government.

• Monitoring the implementation of the equity

plans (ensuring that targets for all vulnerable

groups are met).

• Monitoring the gender representation in

municipal councils.

• Launching the SALGA Youth Desk and SALGA

Youth Strategy.

• Implementing local government outreach

programmes that seek to alleviate poverty in

communities.

• Developing a local government strategy that will

respond to people living with disabilities.

Strategic Affairs Directorate



• Revival of the South African Chapter of the

Alliance of Mayors and Municipal Leaders on

HIV and AIDS in Africa.

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

KEY FOCUS AREAS

• Building capacity in municipalities in line with

the Skills Development Act and capacity

building framework to ensure quality service

delivery by councillors and officials

in municipalities.

  • Ensuring performance of the Local Government

SETA (LGSETA) by coordinating and monitoring

its programmes and the facilitation of

learnerships and other training interventions

within the sector.

CHALLENGES

• Municipalities still experience difficulties in

submitting Quality WSP's to the LGSETA to

enable them easy access to grants.

• Aligning the WSP with municipal IDP's is also

still a challenge that municipalities face.

• Unclear lines of communication to and from

municipalities has affected the communication

flow and thus inadequate access to discretionary

grants by smaller municipalities from the LGSETA.

This requires municipalities to establish project

desks that are dedicated to skills development

ACHIEVEMENTS

• SALGA, in collaboration with DPLG, finalised

a national capacity building framework which

outlines how capacity building within the sector

should unfold. This framework aims to establish

an integrated capacity building structure and

guidelines that will inform all capacity building

strategies, thus enabling municipalities to fulfil

their constitutional role. The implementation

strategy on the framework has begun and

workshops were conducted in all the provinces.

39
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• SALGA successfully implemented the Vantage

Councillor Development Programme (CDP)

which is aimed at empowering councillors for

their critical role in municipalities. Through this

programme, 98% of the 630 councillors who

enrolled completed the course and graduated.

 • The Norwegian Government - funded Norad Core

Councillor Training Programme (CCTP) was also

successfully rolled out in all district municipalities

in November 2004. The aim of this training,

which also includes training of trainers, is to

capacitate councillors in leadership, legislation,

finance, the IDP process and gender issues.

 • In order to strengthen the capacity of the provinces

in delivering skills development to municipalities,

SALGA appointed Skills Development Officers

at the national office as well as for the Gauteng,

Northern Cape, Free State, North West and

Mpumalanga provinces. Furthermore, the officers

were provided with a five-day training course

together with LGSETA provincial managers in

an effort to enhance efficiency of skills

development in municipalities.

• The skills development officers, together with

water and sanitation officers, were trained as

trainers in water and sanitation development

programmes for ward committees. The training,

which was conducted by ETU, was aimed at

further capacitating the internal skills

development staff to be able to train ward

committees on water and sanitation issues.

 • SALGA remains centrally involved in the

coordination and monitoring of LGSETA

programmes nationally and provincially. On

this note, SALGA has successfully intervened

in the LGSETA non-performance issue and its

possible merger with the PSETA by engaging

with the Department of Labour, and there was

an inter im deployment  of  SALGA

representatives to LGSETA structures.

• SALGA played a significant role in the

administration and monitoring of the

implementation of the ICT Internship Project in

collaboration with DPLG, Siemens and

Development Bank of South Africa (DBSA).

Through this program, 40 learners from

disadvantaged rural communities enrolled and

36 of the learners successfully completed and

graduated in November 2004. Some of the learners

have secured employment within municipalities.

 • SALGA Skills Development programme members

held an intensive stakeholder consultative forum

in May 2005 to develop its strategic business

plan for the next three years. The process

identified the expectations and needs of the

stakeholders, thus enabling SALGA to drive well

planned and coordinated skills programmes.

 • In collaboration with the Department of Public

Service and Administration (DPSA), SALGA is

also represented on the National Task Team

that coordinates the progress of implementation,

both nationally and provincially, with a specific

focus on the learnership.

• In an effort to strengthen and support the Extended

40
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Public Works Programme, SALGA has been able

to facilitate the training of senior municipal officers

on labour intensive programs (NQF L5).

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Finalise the appointment of the Skills

Development Officers in Limpopo; Eastern Cape;

KZN and Western Cape, which will  include

capacitating them on their key performance areas.

 • Induction of new councillors after the local

government elections and rolling out a five-year

skills development and capacity building plan

for councillors. The programme will also ensure

that the councillor qualifications are accredited.

• The Executive Leadership Development

Programme (ELDP) will continue as an accredited

programme aimed at senior management. This

will be expanded to include all provinces.

• In accordance with the new strategy for skills

development, accredited interventional short

courses for municipal officials and ensure a

100% submission of WSPs to the LGSETA.

Training of Traditional Leaders will also be

undertaken.

• Develop training program for traditional leaders

to empower them on the mandate of a

developmental local government, thus bringing

them in line with Government's developmental

agenda.

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS

KEY FOCUS AREAS

During the year under review, the SALGA

communications’ area of responsibility included:

     • Marketing and communications

• Media liaison

• Publications

• Resource centre

• Municipal communications

ACHIEVEMENTS

A number of projects offering marketing,

communications and media support to SALGA

programmes and initiatives were undertaken, with the

aim of enhancing the corporate image of SALGA

nationally, regionally and internationally.

• Print, radio and television media coverage for the

Strategic Affairs Directorate
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year under review was double that of the previous

years in terms of advertising value equivalent

(AVE). This is an indication of the relevance the

media attaches to issues pertaining to local

government and SALGA as an organisation.

 • Additional media interest was generated by the

major events that took place, namely the National

Members Assembly held at Ekurhuleni and

uMsunduzi in 2004, the National Conference

in 2004, the UCLGA Founding Congress and

the municipal strikes, just to name a few.

• SALGA's presence in terms of brand visibility

was also felt at various exhibitions and

conferences, such as the 2004 Institute for

Local Government Managers Conference held

in Cape Town, the 2004 SALGA National

Conference, the 2004 Women in Local

Government Conference in Durban, the 2004

IMFO Conference, Local Government Budget

Weeks in all provinces, as well as the 2005

United Cities of Local Governments in Africa

(UCLGA) Founding Congress. These activities

were also coupled with media coverage in

provincial media stations.

• The communications function facilitated the

production of a number of publications including

the previous annual report (2003/04), the

portfolio of municipalities (in partnership) and

a collection of conference papers.

• The SALGA resource centre continues to play

a significant role in servicing internal SALGA

staff and, to a limited extent, external

stakeholders in terms of information and

relevant publications through the SABINET

database that provides access to parliamentary

issues, policy documents and legislation. However,

there is still room for improvement in this regard.

MUNICIPAL COMMUNICATIONS

In terms of the communications environment, the sector

has experienced challenges in which local government

communication had to thrive under a hostile

environment, related to complaints and protests

pertaining to non-delivery of services. This has posed a

serious challenge to local government communications

and calls for SALGA to strengthen its program on

capacitating municipalities to deal with issues related to

communications as a core aspect of service delivery.

ACHIEVEMENTS

In the last financial year, SALGA communications saw

further development and ongoing implementation of

the municipal communications programme in furthering

the resolutions of the 2002 local government

communicators' workshop. SALGA has a responsibility

to ensure that there is a system of communication at

local government level that is able to interface with and

is aligned directly with the other spheres of government.

This entails setting up all communication structures

and assisting local authorities in communicating with

citizens through coordinated and coherent communication

strategies. As part of democratic governance,

municipalities have an obligation to communicate

effectively and efficiently to citizens.

• In terms of the implementation of the
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conference resolutions, SALGA actively engaged

and interacted with municipal communicators

through provincial workshops undertaken to

strengthen the capacity and systems of

communication in local government.

• The Limpopo, Eastern Cape, Free State and

North West developed their plans of action as

far as communications is concerned. These

are to be cascaded to the district

communication forums, which have already

been established as part of the process.

• Provinces have been continuously launching

their district communication forums as a result

of this intervention. This bears testimony to the

fact that the process undertaken in collaboration

with GCIS and DPLG has been able to lay a

foundation for the provincial and district

communication structures and guide the process

of optimising the communications function.

• SALGA also participated actively in government

communications forums i.e. Government

Communication Forum and Media Liaison

Officials Forum in which issues relating to the

implementation of government information and

communication action plans are being initiated,

monitored and evaluated. These are  then

cascaded to SALGA provincial offices to ensure

that municipalities are ready to undertake these

critical issues of national importance.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Develop and implement a communications

strategy that is well informed by the new

strategic direction, needs and expectations of

the organisation.

With regards to municipal communications, the focus

will be to:

• Strengthen the already established

communications structures and systems.

• Advocate for the recognition of communications

as a cornerstone of service delivery.

• Develop and distribute the local government

communications toolkit that will reflect the

generic municipal communications policy, role

of communications in public participation,

local government communications cycle,

principles of development communications,

implementing national campaigns, and the

role of ICT in enhancing local communication

activities, which at present is in draft stage.

• Work with the SALGA Skills Development Unit

to ensure that municipal communicators and

political principals are capacitated and

adequately ready for their critical task.

• Complete the provincial communications

workshops.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

ACHIEVEMENTS

• SALGA successfully hosted the Founding

Congress of the United Cities and Local
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Governments of Africa (UCLGA), which was

held in the city of Tshwane in May 2005.

• The congress was attended by, amongst others,

the President of the African Union (AU) and

President of the Republic of Nigeria, His

Excellency, Mr Olusegun Obasanjo, the former

President of Mozambique, His Excellency, Mr

Joachim Chissano, the Deputy President of

the Republic of SA, His Excellency, Mr Jacob

Zuma, the Premier of Gauteng, Honourable

Mbazima Shilowa, the Deputy Minister of the

DPLG, Honourable Nomatyala Hangana, and

many other dignitaries.

• At least, 35 African countries were represented

at the Congress.

• SALGA made a significant mark by driving the

production of all content material that was

adopted by the congress, namely; the UCLGA

constitution, the Charter of Commitment, the

Declaration and all the papers presented at

the different commissions, which were the

basis of the Founding Congress resolutions.

• SALGA is a member of the world Local

Government body, namely United Cities and

Local Governments (UCLG) and the UCLGA

wherein members benefit by being represented

in world bodies and are updated on world and

continental issues affecting local government.

• SALGA is also a member of the Commonwealth

Local Government Forum (CLGF). Membership

of the CLGF has been very beneficial to our

municipalities in accessing funding to

strengthen partnerships with other

municipalities internationally, and in making

city-to-city partnerships meaningful.

Strategic Affairs Directorate

• The partnership with the UK-based Local

Government International Bureau (LGIB) has

assisted SALGA with funding to develop the

association's International Relations strategy.

• The partnership with the Netherlands Local

Government Association (VNG) will benefit

identified member municipalities in strengthening

their capacity in handling HIV and AIDS issues

within their municipal areas and to assist in

setting up an HIV and AIDS helpdesk at the

SALGA offices.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Submission of International Relations Strategy

to key stakeholders and organising its public
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launch.  The strategy will unpack the core

functions that this unit will be responsible for

in enhancing SALGA's mission, vision

and objectives.

• Implementation of the IR strategy and core

programmes.

• Sustaining partnerships with current programme

funders and spearheading new partnerships with

various international donors, Global Solidarity

Funding, UN, EU, GTZ, VNG, the Swedish Local

Government Association, etc.

• Manage and sustain the LGIB partnership

which seeks to build capacity for international

relations development in South Africa. The

programme will provide guidelines relative to

international development practice. Provincial

awareness campaigns will be organised to

share experiences.

• Focus on linking South African Municipalities

with African Municipalities (e.g. the partnership

between the Hibiscus Coast Municipality and

SAEMA - Ashanti municipality in Ghana) while

also facilitating partnerships between SALGA

and National Associations of Local Governments

in Africa, for example, the Association of

Municipalities in Mali (AMM) and National

Association Local Authorities in Ghana (NALAG).

• Encourage all South African municipalities to

take up paid membership with the UCLGA.

• Provide technical capacity to the UCLGA, as

and when required.

• Assist in setting up the UCLGA Southern

African sub regional offices and structures and

in developing programmes for the sub region.

• Assist other African countries in establishing

organised local government structures.

• Position SALGA in the global map of major

strategic international events, e.g. exhibitions.

Strategic Affairs Directorate
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MUNICIPAL LABOUR & HR DIRECTORATE

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

• To promote the enhancement and mobilisation of existing capacity within the local government sphere to

share responsibility for its own development.

• To facilitate the implementation of a labour and human resources dispensation in municipalities that enhances

service delivery.

• To advocate labour peace in the sector.

• To ensure municipal compliance to workplace legislation.

• To contribute to and support the government program of integrating the public sector.
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MUNICIPAL LABOUR AND HR DIRECTORATE

FUNCTIONS OF THE DIRECTORATE

This Directorate is responsible for satisfying SALGA's

role as an employers' organisation. SALGA serves on

the South African Local Government Bargaining Council

and the Directorate attends to other labour related

issues not covered by the council, including Section

57 employees matters. The Directorate also facilitates

the development and implementation of labour relations

and human resources policies such as HIV and AIDS

policies in the workplace and the rationalisation of

employee benefits and interacts with national public

sector matters at intergovernmental level.

The core functions of the Directorate are as follows:

• Labour Relations:

• National bargaining

• Conflict and dispute resolution

• Promotion of labour peace

• Facilitating local government restructuring

• Knowledge sharing

• Municipal Human Resources Management:

• Policy framework/s

• Legal compliance

• Organisational design and development

• Knowledge sharing

CHALLENGES

The following were identified as key challenges facing

municipalities in 2004/05:

• Develop policy proposals for public sector

integration.

• Restructure retirement funding.

• Finalise the job evaluation process.

• Facilitate Section 57 disputes.

• Secure a multi-year salary and wage

agreement.

• Develop a regulating framework to deal with

micro-lending.

ACHIEVEMENTS

Medical Aid Restructuring

• In an effort to bring down the costs of benefits

linked to earnings of municipal employees,

SALGA pursued an objective of streamlining

the cost of benefits, and at the same time

addressing the anomalies that existed as a

result of the previous dispensation.

• In this area, SALGA successfully negotiated

an arrangement that has done away with

situations where municipalities were paying

up to 100% as medical aid subsidy. The

current arrangement is that 60% is contributed

by the employer and 40%, up to a maximum

of R2 070, by the employee.

• SALGA is pursuing an objective of a single

medical scheme in the sector. In this regard,

from a situation where there used to be over

fifty medical schemes operating in the sector,

there are now six recognised schemes.
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The process is continuing and SALGA’s time

frame is that of a single scheme by the end

of the 2007 financial year.

However some municipalities are still allowing schemes

that are not accredited in terms of the collective

agreement process. The parties to the SALGBC are

engaging them to switch to the agreed process, and

that the affected employees will be allowed an

opportunity to move to one of the accredited schemes

of their choice.

Pension Fund Restructuring

The creation of a single pension fund scheme in the

sector has been pursued by SALGA since its inception.

The plethora of funds that exist in the sector and the

unforeseen liabilities that arise out of the fact that the

majority of these funds are defined benefits, is a huge

cause for concern. The creation of a single fund on a

defined contribution basis will assist municipalities to

project their liabilities accordingly. At the moment, a

number of municipalities are running the risk of covering

short-falls arising out defined benefits if the funds

happen to adopt incorrect investment strategies.

A number of challenges have been encountered in

realising this goal.  However, the fund is in the process

of being registered and it is envisaged that this will be

completed by the end of the next financial year.  SALGA

is in the process of engaging and consulting with the

relevant stakeholders.

Salary and Wage Negotiations

After an elaborative process during which all avenues

were explored, SALGA, acting in the interests of the

municipalities, adopted a resolution on 26 July 2005

to implement the last offer of 6% across the board,

excluding Section 57 employees, which saved local

government over R183 million.  This is significant in

that all municipalities had budgeted for an increase

of not more than 6% in terms of their internal budgetary

arrangements.

However, even more significant is that the increase

was in line with most settlements in similar or related

industries (public service and parastatals). Invariably,
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this also meant that the objective of the Treasury of

reducing and containing wage bills within 30% of the

entire expenditure of government institutions is realised.

Given the reasonable nature of the settlement, almost

all municipalities were able to implement the increase

without resorting to applications for exemption which

would have meant that the affected employees were

not going to enjoy any form of improvement in their

salary packages.

SALGA is still committed to its mandate of a multi-

year agreement and intends pursuing this with the

unions until there is resolution on the matter, in line

with its mandate of securing longer term agreements

to ensure a peaceful labour relations environment in

the sector.

Integration of the Public Sector

The objectives of the integration of the public sector

(IPS) are:

• To address service delivery problems associated

with the current fragmented machinery of

government, thus enabling a coherent, flexible

and integrated government.

• To facilitate the mobility of skills between

spheres of government, thus enabling a more

equitable distribution of skills.

It is envisaged that IPS will take place in four phases

• Phase 1: Adoption of assignment framework

• Phase 2: Development of mechanisms for HR

transfers

• Phase 3: Internal rationalisation of local

government; and

• Phase 4: Framework legislation

SALGA's role in the integration process, specifically from

the human resource perspective, has been to ensure

alignment of conditions of service across the sector in

order to guarantee that when the public sector is integrated,

local government will have a single set conditions of

service. To this end, SALGA serves on the task team

convened by the Department of Public Service &

Administration. Whilst the process is still ongoing, much

progress has been achieved.

Job Evaluation

The project (started in 2002) is aimed at streamlining

the work environment in the sector and at the same

time ensuring that the employees are placed at relevant

positions in line with their skills and training.  Almost

60% of municipalities have undergone evaluation of

positions and have placed employees accordingly.

The project is nearing completion and will be finalised

by June 2006. At the end of it, all municipalities will

be in a position to project clearly their training needs,

skills shortages and cost implications for future benefits

and allowances.

Pay Scales and Categorisation of Municipalities

A proposal to create ten categories of municipalities

with ten wage curves has been developed. The
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These salary scales are based on a benchmark study

that was conducted during 2003/04, and provide an

estimated salary notch.  In 2004/05, these salary

scales were adjusted with a 6% increase, which was

a market and inflation related increase.

Being mindful of the above, each municipal council still

had to determine and approve salary scales for their

Section 57 employees on an annual basis, using the

framework of estimated or recommended salary notches.

Performance Management System

Improving the capacity of municipalities to implement

and maintain an efficient Performance Management

System (PMS), as prescribed through various pieces

of legislation, is one of the primary programmes within

the Directorate: Municipal Labour and HR.

• A sector-wide PMS survey was conducted and

the results demonstrated an overwhelming

need in municipalities for technical,

administrative and political assistance.

• Through the approval of the HRM Working

Group, a National PMS Task Team was

established. The task team consists of

performance management experts from

municipalities as well as SALGA national and

provincial offices.

importance of this exercise lies in the need for

municipalities to have confirmed status in terms of

pay scales thus allowing them to budget appropriately.

The process will be finalised before the inauguration

of new councils after the 2006 elections.

Revised Salary Scales for Municipal Managers

A salary framework for Section 57 employees has been

drawn up based on the following criteria:

• The categorisation of municipalities (there are

ten categories).

• A 20% difference between Level 1, 2 and 3

in each category (horizontally).

• Salaries must be aligned to the Public Service,

utilising the municipal categories.

• Difference between salary scales per category

is 10% (vertically).
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Despite the availability of numerous PMS guides

compiled by a variety of authors and sponsors, successful

implementation of PMS remains an elusive goal.

Subsequently, a view has been taken that municipalities

require a basic knowledge of PMS accompanied by

some practical tools for implementation, as well as

direct focused support to ensure sustainability.

• Section 57 Managers

A project has been launched to address the

conflicts and controversies arising out of

performances of Section 57 managers. A tool kit

providing guidance on the development of a

performance contract is being discussed at various

workshops conducted under the auspices of

SALGA. A generic performance contract will be

developed out of the process and will be in used

in time for the new appointments after the 2006

local government elections.

Occupational Health and Safety

SALGA developed an Occupational Health and Safety

Guide/Manual, which was workshopped provincially as

part of an awareness campaign dealing with

employee wellness.

Water Services Transfers

In terms of the Constitution of South Africa and the

Municipal Structures Act, Local Government has the

executive authority and right to administer the provision

of water services.  The Department of Water Affairs

and Forestry (DWAF) became interim owner after the

former homeland administration transfers in 1994

and in addition operated some basic water and

sanitation capital projects implemented through

CWSSCP of the RDP.

To comply with legislative requirements, water services

had to be transferred to municipalities, which entailed

about 8 000 employees from DWAF being transferred to

84 municipalities.  Delays in the announcement concerning

division of powers and functions for water and sanitation

functions necessitated amendments to the framework.

DWAF and SALGA agreed to enter into Memorandum

of Agreement that would govern the transfer of DWAF

employees to receiving authorities.  Transfers took

place on 1 April 2004 and DWAF will pay conditional

grants to cover all personnel associated costs for a

period of 36 months.

Amendments to the Organisational Rights Agreement

SAMWU and IMATU had declared and referred a

dispute against SALGA following SALGA's notice of

termination of the Organisational Rights Agreement.
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• A pilot study has been conducted and provided

to municipalities on the efficacy of an

integrated payroll system.

Electricity Distribution Restructuring

The restructuring of the Electricity Distribution Industry

(EDI) has been a Cabinet initiated project, informed

by the need to deal with fragmentation in the manner

in which electricity is being distributed throughout the

country.  The process demarcates the country into six

viable Regional Electricity Distributors (REDs). These

are to be entities that deal with the distribution of

electricity throughout the country.

• The EDI-TLRS has made strides in dealing

with the issues or principles relating to the

transfer of staff to the REDs. The EDI-TLRS

is on the verge of signing a collective agreement

on the Transfer Policy Document.

• Establishment agreement of the TLRS was signed,

giving rise to intense consultation with organised

labour on issues of human resources that affect

restructuring.

Instead of going into arbitration, SALGA and the trade

unions entered into a new Organisational Rights

Agreement, which addresses SALGA concerns with the

previous ORA in terms of the definition of a workplace

and management's participation as shop stewards.

It was agreed that the outstanding matter concerning

micro loan deductions was to be settled through an

interest arbitration process.

Development of an Integrated HR and Payroll System

This project is aimed at assisting municipalities to

reduce costs related to payroll administration that is

provided by different service providers. The costs for

the services are too inconsistent, and it is difficult to

understand the basis for certain prices. Also, there is

a continuous demand from various stakeholders for

information coming from the payroll and, due to

differences, the information has been difficult to obtain.

• A sector-wide survey was conducted to establish

the status quo on systems used.
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in order for them to develop intervention

strategies, which will include provision of

support and medication. This will go a long

a way in assisting the municipalities in

reducing the negative effect of workforce

shortages arising out of deaths that could

have been prevented through early diagnosis

and treatment.

• A Sector Summit on HIV and AIDS was also

held in March 2005.

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• Complete the restructuring of the conditions

of service and remunerative practices in the

bargaining council.

• Coordinate and facilitate implementation of

the pension fund transformation project.

• Rationalisation of the medical aid schemes

in local government.

HIV and AIDS in the Workplace

This is undoubtedly one of the key projects to improve

and maintain quality of life and service delivery in the

sector.

• From 23-25 February 2005, more than a

hundred delegates from local municipalities

throughout South Africa attended a symposium

entitled “HIV and AIDS in the Municipal

workplace”. The symposium was jointly hosted

by SALGA in partnership with South African

Cities Network (SACN) and the City of Cape

Town. The main purpose of the symposium

was to guide and inform the strengthening of

HIV and AIDS workplace programmes in South

African municipalities.

• A HIV and AIDS tool kit has been developed

as a result of the symposium and the project

is expected to be launched in March 2006. It

is expected that through this project the

municipalities will be in a position to evaluate

the number of infected and affected employees

• With regard to RED 1 (Western Cape), the

process of appointing senior management

has commenced.

Regulatory Framework for Micro-Lending

In terms of HRD Conference Resolution 9,

municipalities were requested to give notice to micro-

lenders for the termination of payroll deduction

agreements with lenders.  With effect from 1 July

2003, no further agreements of this nature were to

be entered into.

The above instruction was suspended by the HRD

Circular No 10 of 2003 in light of the subsequent

negotiations between SALGA and interested parties

in the micro-lending industry.

Section 7 (7.8) of the Organisational Rights Agreement

(April 2005), states that municipalities shall not

continue to make deductions for union initiated micro-

lending schemes with effect from 1 January 2005. To

this end, organised labour has declared a dispute.
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• Facilitate the implementation of post retirement

medical aid measures in municipalities.

• Secure a multi-year salary agreement.

• Facilitate the establishment of elections units

in municipalities.

• Finalise the job evaluation process.

• Support the EDI restructuring process.

• Develop and implement the SALGA

Performance Management Series.

• Develop a guide to deal with HIV and AIDS in

the municipal workplace.

• Regulate deductions from the municipal payroll.

• Legal compliance (Human Resources).

• Consolidate the integrated municipal HR and

payroll system.

• Review and assess Section 57 employees pay

scales.

• Facilitate the completion of municipal

employee's legislation.

• Support the conceptual framework alignment

of conditions of service and remunerative

practices between local government and public

service.

• Support and contribute to the development

of a framework for a future medical aid

dispensation in a united public service.

• Support the development a legislative

framework on an integrated public service.
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

• To increase SALGA's effectiveness and efficiency to enhance sustainability of organised local government

and quality of service to its members.

• To foster policy, strategy and operational integration of SALGA.

• To promote and maintain planning, reporting and budgetary, excellence for the organisation as a whole.
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Finance and Corporate Services Directorate

FUNCTIONS OF THE DIRECTORATE

The Finance and Corporate Affairs Directorate is

internally focused and is responsible for administrative

and financial support to all other directorates and the

provincial SALGA offices. It is a new functional area,

having been established in January 2005.  The following

are the Directorate's key focus areas:

• Information and Communication Technology (ICT)

and Administration
• Systems administration

• Business analysis

• Travel and accommodation

• Document management

• Human Resources
• HR and performance management

• Planning, employment equity and employee

wellness

• Recruitment and selection

• Finance
• Supply chain management

• Financial and management accounting

• Internal control and risk management

CHALLENGES

• Salary benchmarking

• Establishing an integrated financial

management system.

• Addressing ICT needs in provinces

• Implementing a performance management system.

• Budgetary constraints

• Increasing the revenue base

• Capacitating provincial SALGA Offices

• Implementing the change management process.

• The Directorate had no CFO and was therefore

not represented at the senior structures of the

organisation and that is in contravention

of PFMA.

ACHIEVEMENTS

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

• Completed hardware and software audit to

assess technology gaps for the development

of the organisation's ICT strategy.

• In line with the ICT strategy, computers were

procured and installed, as well as servers for

all the provincial offices to ensure enhanced

service delivery to our clients.
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• Procured and installed networks and telephone

systems to interconnect all SALGA offices in

ensuring that our systems reflect a unitary structure.

• Entered into software licensing agreement for

the national and provincial offices to ensure

that staff have access to latest software

packages to enhance service delivery.

ADMINISTRATION

• A major achievement related to the administrative

activities of the Directorate was the relocation of

the SLAGA National Office.  SALGA successfully

relocated to new offices, situated in Menlyn, to

the east of Tshwane. The organisation previously

occupied two office blocks, the HSRC and HB

Phillips Buildings, which posed communication

and administrative challenges. The new leased

offices have most of the features required by the

organisation which were previously lacking.

HUMAN RESOURCES

• In order to enhance capacity in provincial

offices, thirteen staff members from the national office

were redeployed to eight provincial offices. The individuals

deployed are dealing with communications and social

development issues.

• Developed and continue to implement change

management strategy with the help of USAID,

to facilitate integration of national and

provincial offices.

• Supported the process of organisational

development to ensure that a single organogram

is developed and suitable staff is placed on

the organogram.

Finance and Corporate Services Directorate

STAFF PROFILE

The following table gives an outline of the profile of the SALGA personnel:

MALE FEMALE

TOTALAFRICAN COLOURED INDIAN WHITE AFRICAN COLOURED INDIAN WHITE

TOP
MANAGEMENT

SENIOR
MANAGEMENT

PROFESSIONAL/
QUALIFIED

ADMINISTRATIVE

TOTAL

8

6

14

46

74

1

1

2

1

3

2

8

5

3 3

3

4

69

79 4

3

1

1

1

2

2

11

3

16

14

12

30

132

188

PERSON WITH
DISABILITIES 1 1
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FINANCE

• The Internal Audit function has been

successfully outsourced to ensure that SALGA

improves its corporate governance, and

GOBODO Risk Management was appointed to

execute this function.

• Successfully completed forensic audit process,

to ascertain the extent to which SALGA was

exposed to high risk contracts and financial

mismanagement.

• SALGA managed to get rid of some of the risky

contracts.

• Developed an interim membership levies

formula that ensures affordability and value

for money to municipalities.

• The current Audit Committee term came to an

end on 30 June 2005 but was requested to

continue until the Audit for 2004/05 financial

year is completed and a report for the purpose

of the Annual Report is finalised.

• A new Audit Committee was appointed in

September 2005, again to further strengthen

corporate governance and to comply with the

PFMA.

The following tables illustrate the composition of the

outgoing and incoming members:

Finance and Corporate Services Directorate

Table 1: Outgoing Audit Committee Members

NAME

Mr Kam Chetty

Mr Craig Clerihew

Ms Mankodi Moitse

*Ms Mmarona Ramano

DESIGNATION

Chairperson

Member

Member

Member

According to the Audit Committee Charter, there are supposed

to be five Committee members and there were therefore two

vacancies during the period.

*Ms Mmarona Ramano did not attend any meetings of the committee and she was thus

presumed to have resigned by the Audit Committee.
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Table 2: Incoming Audit Committee Members

Finance and Corporate Services Directorate

NAME

Mr. Themba Zakuza

Ms. Nozipho Maila

Ms. Matshidiso Matloa
Ms. Mankodi Moitse
Mr. Mziwoxolo Mavuso

QUALIFICATONS

B. Com (Accounting),
PGDM (Financial Accounting) CA (SA), CIA
B. Com, HDip (Accounting)
CA (SA)
B. Com, CTA, CA (SA)
B. Com, B. Com (Hons), MBL
B. Proc, LLB (Advocate of High Court)

DESIGNATION

Chairperson

Member

Member
Member
Member

PRIORITIES FOR 2005/06

• De-list SALGA from schedule 3A of PFMA or

seek favourable listing in PFMA or MFMA.

• Develop an alternative revenue strategy.

• Ensure continuous implementation of

recommendations of the forensic audit report.

• Deal with disclaimer of audit opinion to ensure

that it turned to unqualified audit opinion.

• Ensure continuous implementation of the

integrated financial management system.

• Reduce staff turnover to acceptable levels.

• Continue capacity building of SALGA internal

staff.

• Strengthen supply chain management.

• Standardise conditions of service to reflect

unitary structure.
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SALGA continues to establish, develop, strengthen and

maintain strategic partnerships with local, regional

and international organisations. This is part of SALGA's

commitment to building collaborative networks within

the sector.

THE INSTITUTE FOR MUNICIPAL FINANCE OFFICERS

SALGA Gauteng has initiated this partnership to assist

municipalities that were struggling in preparing their

financial statements. This is part of SALGA's effort to

advance the agenda of Project Consolidate. This

partnership is also in collaboration with the Public

Accounts Portfolio Committee so as to advance

coordinated monitoring and support to municipalities

that received qualified audit reports and/or disclaimers,

thus capacitating the municipalities.

INSTITUTE FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT MANAGERS

In collaboration with the Institute an instructors Best

Practice Manual has been developed as a means to

capacitate the municipal finance officials. These manuals

have already been distributed to the Gauteng municipalities.

RAND WATER

A number of collaborative initiatives have been undertaken

with Rand Water. One of them is the provision of

knowledge sharing forums which also involves the

Department of Water Affairs and Forestry. Through this

initiative a process of facilitating the recruitment of

retired water engineers and newly qualified engineers

from university was established. The aim is to build the

capacity of municipalities as water services authorities

as a majority of municipalities lack qualified water

engineers. Rand Water was also one of the major sponsors

for the SALGA National Conference.

ESKOM

The partnership between SALGA and Eskom Central

Region has been able to make the Free Basic Electricity

a reality for all municipalities, particularly in Gauteng.

There is also a joint plan to improve the collection of

FBE tokens. The average collection rate in 2004 was

49%. SALGA Gauteng and Eskom Central Region are

convinced that communication can improve the

collection rate. SALGA is in the process of providing

Eskom Central Region with the names of municipalities

where informal settlements that are located on safe

and habitable land will be formalised during the current

financial year.

DEPARTMENT OF WATER AFFAIRS AND FORESTRY

SALGA has enjoyed a long partnership with the

Department, through the Masibambane programme.

The partnership has been strengthened and aims at

conducting water services authority check-lists with

municipalities, whereby municipalities are given

assistance with the preparation of the Water Service

Development Plans; afforded an opportunity to articulate

their challenges and provides an opportunity for the

programme to communicate available assistance to

municipalities.

DEPARTMENT OF PROVINCIAL AND LOCAL

GOVERNMENT

SALGA Gauteng and DPLG have been able to conduct

a study on the on the infrastructure backlogs in Gauteng.

An Infrastructure Task Team was established to work

PARTNERSHIPS
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with the service provider, Infrastructure Backlog

Consortium. SALGA Gauteng was a participant in the

Task Team.

NATIONAL TREASURY

SALGA has a continuous working relationship with the

National Treasury on issues relating to fiscal and

financial matters as they relate to municipalities.

G O V E R N M E N T  A N D  C O M M U N I C A T I O N

INFORMATION SYSTEM (GCIS)

SALGA has worked closely with GCIS and DPLG in

rolling out the resolutions of the 2002 National

Conference for Municipal Communicators to strengthen

the system of local government communications.

Through this collaboration, provincial workshops have

been undertaken in five provinces to identify the

communications needs of municipalities.  District and

provincial communications structures have been

established and are operational and immediate

interventions have taken place.

DEVELOPMENT BANK OF SOUTH AFRICA (DBSA)

The DBSA has continually provided a range of support

to municipalities.  As a result, SALGA has enjoyed a

beneficial relationship with the Bank, in terms of

strategising support initiatives and more specifically

in local government capacity building programmes.

DBSA also played a significant role in funding the

SALGA National Conference.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

SALGA has continuously maintained a sound working

relationship with the Department in the area of HIV

and AIDS. The strategic partnership has been able to

carry forward the objectives of SALGA.

INTERNA T IONAL  LOCAL  GOVERNMENT

ASSOCIATIONS

SALGA is still playing a major role in UCLGA and UCLG

with leadership of these organisations based in South

Africa. Initiatives to strengthen relationships with the

Australian, Dutch, Ghanaian and Malian Local

Government Associations are currently in progress.

THE PRIVATE SECTOR

In partnership with Siemens, SACF, DPLG, Development

Bank of SA and LGSETA, SALGA successfully

implemented the Information and Communication

Technology (ICT) internship programme.

NORAD

Through this partnership, programmes relating to

councillor training have been successfully implemented

with the support of the Norwegian Agency for

Development Cooperation.

VNG

SALGA is working closely with Vereniging van

Nederlandse Gemeenten (VNG); a Netherlands based

Local Government Association in the implementation

of social housing activities.

Partnerships
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GENDERLINKS

The organisation has worked closely with Genderlinks

in capacitating municipal officials, SALGA officials

and councillors on gender related issues.

DEPARTMENT OF MINERALS AND ENERGY

SALGA signed a cooperative agreement on the

restructuring of the electricity distribution industry

with the Department, the NER, ESKOM and EDI

Holdings. In this spirit SALGA continues to collaborate

with EDI Holdings on all matters pertaining to

the restructuring.
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Annual Financial Statements

We are please to present our report for the financial year ended 30 June 2005

1. Audit Committee Members and Meetings

The audit committee consists of the members listed hereunder and must meet at least twice a year. During the year under review

3 meetings were held.

Name of member

Mr. K Chetty (Chairperson)

Mr. C Clerihew

Ms. M Ramano

Ms. M Moitse

2. Audit Committee Responsibility

The Audit Committee reports that, during the 2004/05 financial year it complied with its responsibilities arising from section

51(1)(a) of the PFMA and Treasury Regulation 27.1.10. The Audit Committee also reports that it has adopted appropriate formal

terms of reference as its audit committee charter. It has also regulated its affairs in compliance with this charter and discharged

all its responsibilities as contained therein.

3. The Effectiveness of Internal Control

During the year under review Memorandums of Understanding were signed whereby the provincial local government associations

would be amalgamated into SALGA national. The process of amalgamation presents critical challenges relating to, inter alia, the

adoption of uniform policies and practices, the integration of systems, revision of delegations and the implementation of a single

management system with clear lines of accountability. Processes and interventions to address these challenges could not be

completed during the year under review and as a result the effectiveness and integrity of the system of internal control has been

compromised and is inadequate. A further challenge is the uncertainty of the outcome of pending court cases relating to forensic

REPORT OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE
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investigations. However, the Committee is confident that the challenges are being addressed. This confidence is underpinned by

the positive developments that include:

The appointment of a forensic audit team to investigate suspicious transactions:

The adoption of the Internal Audit Charter:

The improvements noted from the financial statements:

The co-operation by member municipalities to resolve subscription disputes: and

The progress on the development of a fraud prevention plan:

4. Evaluation of Financial Statements

The Audit Committee has:

• reviewed and discussed with the Auditor-General and the Accounting Officer the audited annual financial statements to

be included in the Annual Report:

• reviewed the Auditor-General's management letter and management response:

• reviewed the significant adjustment from the audit

The Audit Committee concurs and accepts the conclusion of the Auditor-General on the annual financial statements and is of the

opinion that the audited annual financial statements should be accepted and read together with the report of the Auditor-General.

K Getty

Chairperson of the Audit Committee

Date: 31 January 2005
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REPORT OF THE AUDITOR-GENERAL TO PARLIAMENT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ASSOSIATION (SALGA) FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2005

1. AUDIT ASSIGNMENT

The financial statements as set out on pages 76 to 88, for the year ended 30 June 2005, have been audited in terms of section

188 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (Act No. 108 of 1996), read with sections 4 and 20 of the Public

Audit Act, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004) (PAA) and section 98(2)(b) of the Labour Relations Act, 1995 (Act No. 66 of 1995). These

financial statements, the maintenance of effective control measures and compliance with relevant laws and regulations are the

responsibility of the accounting officer. My responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements, based on the audit.

2. NATURE AND SCOPE

The audit was conducted in accordance with Statements of South African Auditing Standards. Those standards require that I plan

and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free of material misstatement.

An audit includes:

• examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements,

• assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, and

• evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.

Furthermore, an audit includes an examination, on a test basis, of evidence supporting compliance in all material respects with

the relevant laws and regulations which came to my attention and are applicable to financial matters.

The audit was completed in accordance with Auditor-General Directive No. 1 of 2005.

I believe that the audit provides a reasonable basis for my opinion.
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3. QUALIFICATION

3.1. Internal control

The system of internal control did not function effectively for the year under review to ensure that all revenue and expenditure, assets

and liabilities have been recorded accurately and completely. Reference to weak internal control is also made in note 16 to the

financial statements. In terms of section 51(1)(a) of the PFMA, a public entity must have effective, efficient and transparent systems

of financial and risk management and internal control.

3.2 Revenue and debtors

The controls over the calculation and invoicing of and accounting for revenue in the form of levies as well as the collection of debtors

were inadequate.

Revenue in the form of levies and the corresponding debtors to the amount of approximately R74 million have not been disclosed

in the financial statements. This is mainly due to the metro's debts being accounted for on a cash basis, with the result that total

debtors are understated by approximately R98 million. It also has an effect on the prior year balances.

SALGA could not provide an adequate and reliable reconciliation of the levies levied by head office and the nine regional offices

and the debtors outstanding at year-end. The accuracy and completeness of the associated provision for bad debts could thus also

not be confirmed. Debtors with credit balances to the amount of R1 589 853 are included in the debtors balance, therefore

understating debtors and creditors by the said amount.

No acknowledgement of the debt by a donor to the amount of R324 438 could be obtained.

3.3 Expenditure

• Supporting documentation for expenditure to the amount of R 888 818 could not be submitted for audit purposes.

• Orders to the value of R 923 074 were not authorised as required by the internal policy.
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• In many instances supporting documents were not cancelled as paid after payments were made, which may result in double

payments being made.

3.4 Procurement

The prescribed procurement procedures in terms of the Supply Chain Management Framework were not always adhered to. The

associated irregular expenditure has not been quantified and disclosed in the financial statements and appropriate action has not

been taken in terms of section 55(2)(b) of the PFMA.

3.5 Bank and cash

• The main bank account of SALGA head office as well as the bank account of the Limpopo regional office did not reconcile

at year-end.

• Three bank accounts with a total balance of R15 727 at year-end were not accounted for in the financial statements. The

movements on these accounts were also not accounted for.

• The cash book of the National office and the Mpumalanga regional office had been compiled from the bank statements

and not from the actual cheques and deposits.

• A number of outstanding cheques were not accounted for in the bank reconciliation at the time that the financial statements

were presented for audit. Subsequent corrections were made to the reconciliations but not all changes have been effected

on the financial statements. The final reconciliation of the main bank account was still not accurate.

3.6 Creditors

• With reference to note 5.1 to the financial statements, the validity of the amounts payable by SALGA to its own regional

offices amounting to R645 000 could not be confirmed. This amount should have disappeared with the consolidation of

the branches
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• Adequate information could not be obtained to confirm a creditor to the amount of R942 131 in note 5.3 to the financial statements.

• Included in the amount of R4 320 832 is an amount of R77 840 emanating from the 2002 financial year for which

adequate information could not be obtained to determine the validity.

• Inadequate creditors reconciliations were performed. Creditors with debit balances to the value of R22 537 were included

in the balances of creditors resulting in understatement of creditors and debtors with the said amount.

3.7 Funds and reserves

The establishment levies to the amount of R1 180 000 as reflected in the balance sheet should have been accounted for as revenue.

3.8 Journals

The journal entries in the accounting records could not be substantiated by adequate supporting documentation.

3.9 Investigation into irregularities

SALGA appointed forensic investigators to investigate several potential irregularities. The forensic investigators made recommendations

for further action in certain cases. Not all the potential debt to be recovered as a result of the action was accounted for in SALGA's

financial statements.

3.10 Disclosure of fruitless and wasteful expenditure.

Not all fruitless and wasteful expenditure has been disclosed in notes 8 (interest paid), 15 and16 to the financial statements.

3.11 Retention of accumulated surplus

The financial statements disclose an amount of R7 397 351 as a surplus for the year. At the time of compiling this report SALGA

had not yet approached National Treasury to retain the surplus in terms of section 53(3) of the PFMA. It is uncertain whether

approval will be granted to retain the surplus.
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3.12 Provision for leave pay

SALGA did not perform proper reconciliations of leave entitlements and the accuracy of the leave balances due to employees could thus

not be determined and consequently the accuracy of the leave provision in note 7 to the financial statements could not be verified.

3.13 Property plant and equipment

• The opening balances for property, plant and equipment do not agree with the closing balances of the 2003/2004 financial

year. This also impacted on the current depreciation calculation and carrying value.

• Monthly reconciliations were not done between the fixed asset register and the general ledger.

• SALGA's assets were not revaluated at the end of June 2005 as required by its accounting policy. It should have been

done in June 2005 and not June 2007, as stated in note 1.2 to the financial statements.

• Assets to the value of R286 039 which relate to network cables have   not been capitalised and depreciated as required.

• The depreciation rates used by SALGA national and some of the provincial offices were not consistent.

The value of property, plant and equipment could thus be materially over- or understated.

3.14 Agreement with SALGA North West

The former SALGA of North West has not yet signed the agreement to become part of SALGA National. The assets and liabilities

and financial results of the North West, however, had been included in the combined financial statements.

3.15 Adjustment prior years R5 314 349

The amount of the prior year errors as disclosed in the balance sheet could not be verified. No disclosure in this regard is made

in the financial statements as required by the relevant accounting standards.
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3.16 Advances

Advances to and from SALGA National and its provincial offices were not cancelled out in the combined financial statements. An

amount of R2 600 000 is included in current assets and an amount of R2 750 000 in current liabilities.

3.17 Disclosure in the financial statements.

The following material disclosure issues and non-compliance with generally accepted accounting practices have been identified:

• There is no disclosure in the financial statements about the fact that SALGA National had taken over the provincial

associations, and the dates on which it was done.

• The comparative amounts in the financial statements are not the final audited amounts for SALGA National. Amounts have

been adjusted as if SALGA National had taken over the provincial SALGAs in the 2003-2004 financial year.

• Note 1.2 on property, plant and equipment does not adequately disclose the accounting policy for land and buildings.

• Note 2 (refer to the above): There is no detailed disclosure in terms of cost or fair value as required by IAS40 (AC135).

• Under funds and reserves in the balance sheet, an amount of R5 314 349 (2003-04: R7 736 000) is disclosed as prior

years adjustment. No disclosure is made in the notes to these financial statements as required in terms of IAS108 (AC103).

• No disclosure is made under long-term liabilities in the financial statements in terms of IAS1 (AC101).

3.18 Contingent liabilities

Contingent liabilities to the value of R 2 655 049 were not disclosed in the financial statements.

3.19 Income tax

SALGA did not apply for income tax exemption in terms of section 10(1)(d)(iv) of the Income Tax Act, 1962 (Act No. 58 of 1962)

as disclosed in note 11 to the financial statements.  It is uncertain whether SARS will grant tax exemption, and the associated

potential tax to be paid by SALGA has not been determined should exemption not be granted. The outcome of the matter and the

impact on the financial statements are therefore uncertain.
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3.20 Limitation of scope

Not all information and documentation, such as minutes of meetings and variance explanations, were submitted as requested. Furthermore

not all bank confirmations of some of the provincial offices could be obtained. This is regarded as a limitation of scope.

4. DISCLAIMER OF AUDIT OPINION

Because of the significance of the matters discussed in paragraphs 3.1 to 3.20, I am unable to express an opinion on the financial

statements and compliance with the provisions of SALGA's constitution to the extent that it relates to financial affairs.

5. EMPHASIS OF MATTER

Without further qualifying the audit opinion expressed above, attention is drawn to the following matters.

5.1 Non-compliance with laws and regulations

The following significant non-compliance with the PFMA occurred during the year under review:

• A building was purchased without obtaining the approval of the executive authority as required by section 54(2)(d) of the

PFMA. The transaction was, however, subsequently cancelled as disclosed in note 3 and note 15 to the financial statements.

An amount of R3,2m paid in respect of  commission must still be recovered.

• The annual report does not contain information on performance against SALGA's predetermined objectives as required

by section 55(2)(a) of the PFMA.

• The Limpopo branch of SALGA had a bank overdraft of R23 646 on 30 June 2005. In terms of section 66(5) of the PFMA,

a schedule 3A entity can only have a temporary overdraft with the approval of the minister.

The following significant non-compliance with the Treasury Regulations occurred during the year under review:

• No materiality/significant framework has been developed and agreed with the executive authority as required by Treasury

Regulation 28.3.1
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• The internal audit function did not prepare a three-year strategic plan and a detailed annual plan for the first year as

required by Treasury Regulation 27.2.7

• The internal audit section did not submit progress reports to the audit committee on its performance against the plan as

required by Treasury Regulation 27.2.7(d)

• Surplus funds have not been invested at the Corporation for Public Deposits as required by Treasury Regulation 31.3.3

• No approval from National Treasury could be submitted for the opening of bank accounts or evidence that National Treasury

had been informed of the existing bank accounts as required by Treasury Regulation 31.2.1

• The cash management policy did not comply with Treasury Regulation 31.1.2

• No approved risk management strategy and fraud prevention plan existed as required by Treasury Regulation 27.2.1.

• SALGA's financial year-end was not changed from 30 June to 31 March as was required by Treasury Regulation 28.1.3

in May 2002.

• No quarterly reporting was done to the executive authority on the extent of compliance with the PFMA as required by

Treasury Regulation 26.1.2.

• The strategic plan did not comply with Treasury Regulation 30.1.

5.2 Internal audit

For the year under review, the internal audit section was not adequately staffed by qualified people. Only three internal audits were

performed which were not adequate to cover the risks associated with SALGA.

The internal audit section did not have an approved methodology as required by the standards set by the institute of internal

auditors. In terms of Treasury Regulation 27.2.6, internal audits should be conducted in terms of the standards set by the institute

of internal auditors.

Due to the above, no reliance could be placed on the work of internal audit.

5.3 Contingent liability

Attention is drawn to note 14 in the financial statements with regard to the contingent liability of R148 382 306. The outcome is unknown.

5.4 Compliance with the constitution of SALGA.
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SALGA did not comply with the following requirements of its constitution:
• Paragraph 5.2: Application for membership was not lodged in writing with the chairperson of the national executive committee.
• Paragraph 6.7: Members whose membership fees were outstanding for longer than two months were not suspended.

5.5 Submission of financial statements

SALGA's financial statements were submitted on 31 August 2005 for the first time for audit. Taking into consideration the normal
time frame allowed in terms of section 55(1)(c) of the PFMA, the financial statements should be submitted for audit within two
months after the end of the financial year, which is 31 August 2005.
These financial statements were, however, not complete in that they did not contain the financial information of the nine provincial offices
and did not have a report of the accounting authority, which forms part of the financial statements in terms of Treasury Regulation 28.1.1.

The financial statements were withdrawn and resubmitted on 4 November 2005. The report of the accounting authority was received
on 15 November 2005, which is regarded as the submission date.

6. APPRECIATION

The assistance rendered by the staff of SALGA during the audit is sincerely appreciated.

F J Joubert

for Auditor-General

Pretoria

29 January 2006

AUDITOR- GENERAL REPORT
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ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY REPORT FINANCIAL RESULTS

The financial results of SALGA are set out in the financial statements.  SALGA's leadership had tremendously changed during the

financial year being audited. SALGA's National Conference held from 26 to 30 September 2004, resulted in the new political

leadership within the same financial year.  Furthermore the then CEO of SALGA Mr. Thabo Mokwena resigned in September 2004,

resulting in the appointment of Dr. Makhosi Khoza, who took the reigns in November 2004.  SALGA's National Executive Committee,

which is the Accounting Authority, delegated its powers in terms of Sec 56 of PFMA in February 2005 to the new CEO of SALGA.

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

SALGA does not have a board.

BOARD AND EXECUTIVE MEMBERS EMOLUMENTS

No emoluments were paid or received by the National Executive committee Members during the period under review:

Members of Executive Management Team from July 2004 to September 2004

Mr. Thabo Mokwena Chief Executive Officer R 201,878.16

Ms. Sinazo Sibisi ED: Operations & Strategy R 174,582.00

Mr. M Boikanyo ED: Corporate Services R 142,999.99

Mr. W Ramabulana ED: Municipal Intervention R 127,401.44

Mr. J Leshabane Acting ED: Municipal Services R 123,282.76

Mr. R Nolutshungu ED: Municipal Labour & R 151,050.00

Labour Relations

Mr. G Richards ED: Governance, Intergovern- R 105,345.34

Mental Relations & Municipal Services

REPORT OF THE ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY
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REPORT OF THE ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY

Members of the Executive Management Team from October 2004 to June 2005

Dr. Makhosi Khoza Chief Executive Officer R 528,495.84

Ms. B Ally ED: Strategic Affairs R 325,008.08

Mr. S Wasa ED: Finance & Corp Service R 334,757.23

Mr. K Kekana Chief Director: Office of CEO R 409,981.28

Mr. R Nolutshungu ED: Municipal Labour & HR R 454,721.60

Mr. G Richards ED: Governance, Intergovern- R 476,928.33

mental Relations & Municipal Services

Ms. Sinazo Sibisi ED: Operations & Strategy R 167,927.13

Mr. M Boikanyo ED: Corporate Services R   69,432.30

AUDIT COMMITTEE MEMBER'S EMOLUMENTS

No emoluments were paid to or receivable by the Audit committee Members during the period under review:

Members of the Audit Committee

Mr. Kam Chetty Chairperson No remuneration

Mr. Craig Clerihew Member No remuneration

Ms. Mankodi Moitse Member No remuneration

Ms. Mmarona Ramano Member No remuneration

MATERIAL EVENTS AFTER YEAR END

No matter which is material to the financial affairs of SALGA has occurred between the balance sheet date and the date of approval

of the financial statements.
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GOING CONCERN

SALGA derives its revenue from Municipal Levies, Grants and Donor Funding. Therefore SALGA is in a position to meet its future

obligation or commitments as they fall due. Note that SALGA was able to turnaround the deficit of R 2,549,043 relating to the

financial year 2003/04 into a surplus of R 7,397,351 in the 2004/05 financial year.

AUDITORS

Office of the Auditor General will continue to perform the statutory audit in accordance with the Act.

REPORT OF THE ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY
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Approval of annual financial statements

The annual financial statements as set out on pages 76 to 88 were approved by the Board of Directors and are signed 

on its behalf by:

Dr Makhosi Khoza - Chief Executive Officer Cllr Amos Masondo - Chairperson

APPROVAL OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Notes

2

3

13

ASSETS

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Property, Plant and Equipment

CURRENT ASSETS

Trade and Other Receivables

Investments - Western Cape staff fund

Cash and Cash Equivalents

TOTAL ASSETS

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

FUNDS AND RESERVES

Established Levies
Staff reserve fund
Accumulated profit/ (Deficit)
Adjustments prior years

NON CURRENT LIABILITIES

Long term liabilities

CURRENT LIABILITIES

2004/2005
R

7 768 462

7 768 462

34 452 985

21 941 545

4 202 044

8,309,396

42 221 447

 957 166

4

18 081 270

1 180 000
4 202 044
7 384 877
5,314,349

Trade and other Payables
Bank overdrafts
Grants advanced from DPLG
Deferred Donor Income
Provisions

TOTAL FUNDS AND LIABILITIES

5

6
7

11 829 702
 23 646

7 042 393
1 750 581
2 536 689

42 221 447

R

7 138 915

7 138 915

27 956 170

8 364 635

6 189 797

13 401 738

35 095 085

 980 045

14 715 154

1 065 500
3 490 077

2,424,077
7,736,000

14 036 555
 34 424

-
4 103 536
1 223 808

35 095 085

2003/2004

BALANCE SHEET
for the year ended 30 June 2005

 957 166  980 045

23 183 011 19 398 323
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for the year ended 30 June 2005

INCOME STATEMENT

REVENUE

MUNICIPAL LEVIES

GRANT (DPLG)

OTHER GRANTS (DONORS)

OTHER INCOME

OPERATING EXPENSES

OPERATING SURPLUS BEFORE INTEREST AND TAXATION

INTEREST

SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT) BEFORE TAXATION

Taxation

Notes

8

11

NET SURPLUS / (DEFICIT) FOR THE YEAR

2004/2005
R

73,110,841

17,300,000

8,452,887

12,599,392

111,463,120

104,971,923

6,491,197

906,154                               1,164,841

7,397,351

-

7,397,351

2003/2004
R

61,404,536

20,250,000

12,280,274

3,454,526

97,389,336

99,864,313

(2,474,977)

(1,310,136)

-

(1,310,136)
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for the year ended 30 June 2005

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

4

Notes

Balance at 01 July 2003

Net Surplus for the year

Balance at 01 July 2004

Net Surplus for the year

Balance at 30 June 2005

Establishment Accumulate                                TOTAL
Levy Surplus/ (Deficit)

R R

1 180 000  117 662 1 297 662

-                                 (1 310 136) (1 310 136)

1,180,000                      (1 192 474) ( 12 474)

- 7 397 351 7 397 351

1 180 000 6 204 877 7 384 877

R
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for the year ended 30 June 2005

CASH FLOW STATEMENT

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment
Acquisition of investmenst
Proceeds from disposal of investments
CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Repayments on borrowings

NET (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF YEAR 13

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Cash Receipts from members and government
Cash Payments to suppliers and employees

Cash generated from operations
 Interest received
Interest paid

Note

(1,686,608)
-

1 987 753

-                                     -

(5,116,087)

13,401,738

8,285,651

2004/2005
R

(5,417,232)

98 149 683
(104,473,069)

(6,323,386)
1 233 214
( 327 060)

( 800 717)
(2 967 000)

4,869,983

8,531,755

13,401,738

2003/2004
R

8 637 700

105 015 642
(97 543 383)

7 472 259
1 942 777
(777,336)

                                     -
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1 ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The financial statements are prepared in accordance with South African Statements of Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice. The financial statements are prepared on the historical cost
basis and incorporate the following accounting policies which are consistent with those adopted
in the previous year.

1.1 REVENUE

SALGA derives its income from Grants and Municipal Levies. Revenue is recognised
when it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to the enterprise and these benefits
can be measured reliably. Revenue from Municipal Levies are raised and recognised in
accordance with the agreed upon formulae. Interest income is accrued on a time proportion
basis, taking into account the principal outstanding and the effective interest rates over the
period of maturity. Income received in advance of the period to which it relates is reflected as
deferred income.

1.2 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Property, Plant and Equipment are stated in the balance sheet at revalued amounts, being their
fair value on the basis of their existence, use at the date of revaluation less a subsequent
accumulated depreciation. Revaluations are performed with sufficient regularity (once in three
years) to ensure that the carrying amount does not differ materially from what would be
determined by using fair values of the balance sheet date.  The last revaluation was undertaken
on 30 June 2004 and in accordance with the revaluation policy the next revaluation would be
taken in June 2007. Surpluses and deficits arising from revaluation are taken direct to the
revaluation reserve and realised on sale to the income statement.
Depreciation is charged to income on a reducing balance basis so as to write off the value of the
assets over the remaining expected useful lives. The annual rates used for this purpose are as follows:

Motor Vehicles      20% p.a.
Computer equipment      33.33% p.a.
Office equipment      25% p.a.
Furniture & Fittings      10% p.a.

for the year ended 30 June 2005

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1.3 OPERATING LEASES

Lease payments under an operating lease are recognised as expenses
in the Income Statement as incurred over the lease term.
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1.6 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Retirement Benefits
The organisation remunerates its employees on a total cost to company basis.
This package includes the organisation's portion of contributions in respect of retirement
benefits and encourages the staff to invest in Retirement Annuities.

1.7 DONOR FUNDED GRANTS
Income is recognised to the extent that it has been expended for the specific
purpose . The unexpended portion is rolled over into the following financial year as deferred income.

1.4      PROVISIONS

Provisions are recognised when the association has a present legal or constructive obligation as
a result of the past events and it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits
will be required to settle the obligation.
Employee entitlements to annual leave are recognised when they accrue to employees. A provision is made
for the estimated liability for annual leave as a result of services rendered by employees up to the balance
sheet date.
Doubtful debts are provided for at management discretion.

1.5 FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

Recognition
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised on the association's balance
sheet when the association becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.

Measurement
Financial instruments are initially measured at cost. Subsequent to initial recognition these
instruments are measured as set out below.

Trade and other receivables
Trade and other receivables are measured at fair value.

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are measured at fair value.

Financial Liabilities
The association's principle financial liabilities are interest bearing borrowing, account
payable and bank overdraft.
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   2.  PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

2004/2005 Computers Furniture & Office Motor Land and
Fitting Equipment Vehicles Buildings Totals

C/A beginning of the period 1,569,054        1,457,818                    181,481                         84,644                          3,596,918                  6,889,915

Cost 5,153,404                    2,645,231                    1,411,514                      475,899                        3,596,918                  13,282,966
Accumulated Depreciation 3,584,350             1,187,413                  1,230,033                      391,255                        -                             6,393,051
Additions 676,583                       665,114                        344,911                         -                                - 1,686,608
Depreciation 462,617                       189,972                       110,394                         45,078                          - 808,061
C/A end of period 1,783,020                    1,932,960                    415,998                         39,566                          3,596,918                  7,768,462

Cost 5,829,987                    3,310,345                    1,756,425                      475,899                        3,596,918                  14,969,574
Accumulated Depreciation 4,046,967                    1,377,385                    1,340,427                      436,333                        -                             7,201,112

TOTAL NET BOOK VALUE 7,768,462

2003/2004 Computers Furniture & Office Motor Land and
Fitting Equipment Vehicles Buildings Totals

C/A beginning of the period 273,453                   569,904                       98,760                           19,653                          3,596,918                  4,558,688

Cost 2,507,150                    995,497                       1,006,281                      50,361                          3,596,918                  8,156,207
Impairment -                                -                                 -                                -                             -
Accumulated Depreciation  2,233,697                    425,593                       907,521                         30,708                          -                             3,597,519

Additions 904,873                       114,492                        30,352                           -                                -                             1,049,717
Depreciation 174,344                       60,109                         27,664                           3,931                            -                             266,048
C/A end of period 1,569,054                    1,706,818                    181,481                         84,644                          -                             7,138,915

Cost 5,153,404                    2,645,231                    1,411,514                      475,899                        3,596,918                  13,282,966
Accumulated Depreciation 3,584,350                    938,413                       1,230,033                      391,255                        -                             6,144,051

TOTAL NET BOOK VALUE 7,138,915

-
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      3.  TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
Included in accounts receivable are amounts
due in respect of:

           TRADE RECEIVABLES
Gauteng
Kwa-Zulu Natal
Western Cape
North West
Free State
National Office
Eastern Cape
Limpopo
Mpumalanga
Northern Cape

OTHER RECEIVABLES

Other Debtors
Deposit for rental of premises
Prepaid expenses
Debtors - VNG
Debtors - VNG-IDP
Debtors - Solidarity
SALGBC
Debtors - DBSA
DWAF
SARS VAT
SEED
Advance to SALGA
Debtors-Norad
Debtors- Zenprop (Pty) Ltd
less: PROVISION FOR BAD DEBTS

2004/2005
R

12,421,961
-

105,221
5,088,751

9,724
52,390

6,816,528
230,216
47,158

-
71,973

12,011,157

127,444
105,787
48,458

456,579
80,993

131,905
-
333

78,836
356,384

-
2,600,000

324,438
7,700,000

(2,491,573)
-

21,941,545

2003/2004
R

10,344,375
1,903,859

253,533
383,606
52,055

380,486
7,031,683

165,218
52,894

-
121,041

1,546,518

323,559
105,787
34,458

456,579
80,993

131,905
44,234

191,376
78,376
39,992
59,259

-
-
-

(3,526,258)
-

8,364,635
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An amount of R 7 700 000 was paid to Zenprop (Pty) Ltd as payment to property that SALGA was intending
to acquire, but the deal was cancelled and it was agreed that the amount due to SALGA will be repaid in
the next financial period

The provision for doubtful debts has been determined by reference to past default experience and the current
economic environment. The delegated officials consider that the carrying amount of trade and other receivables
approximates to their fair value.

    4.    ESTABLISHMENT LEVIES

Gauteng Local Government Association
Kwazulu Natal Local Government Association
Free State Local Government Association
Local Government Association of Mpumalanga
North West Local Government Association
Northern Cape Local Government Association
Northern Province Local Government Association
Eastern Cape Local Government Association
Kwazulu Natal Local Government Association

5 TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

5.1 Amouts due to Provincial Associations
KwaZulu Natal Local Governmet Association
Western Cape Local Government Association

KwaZulu Natal Local Governnment Association entered into an agreement to transfer its administration
as a going concern to SALGA with all its assets and liabilities on 04/02/2005.
Western Cape Local Governnment Association entered into an agreement to transfer its administration
as a going concern to SALGA with all its assets and liabilities on 01/02/2005.

174,000
168,000
114,000
114,000
120,000
93,000

132,000
150,000

-
1,065,000

645,000
255,000
390,000

174,000
168,000
114,000
114,000
120,000
93,000

132,000
150,000
115,000

1,180,000

645,000
255,000
390,000
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5.2 Prepaid Membership levies
Limpopo Local Government Association

5.3 Other Payable
Dutch Embassy Donor Fund
SARS
Trade Creditors
Training Fund
Creditors Accruals

The Accounting authority considers that the carrying amount of trade and other payables approximates
to their fair value.

Norad Masibambane Dutch Embassy Total
      6       DONOR FUNDING

R R R R

Amount Rolled Over 3,371,843                      731,693                        - 4,103,536
Funds Received 2004/05 -                                 5,345,000                     - 5,345,000
Interest received 33,840                           80,588                          - 114,428
Amount spent (3,405,683)                     (4,406,701)                    - (7,812,384)
Deferred Income -                                 1,750,580                     -                             1,750,581

Total amount spent on behalf of Norad was R 3 730 121 but limited to the amount available from
Norad funds of R 3 405 683

The difference of R 324 438 is owed to SALGA by NORAD

7 PROVISIONS
Leave & Bonus                   Taxation                       Totals

Opening balance 902,918                         12,500                          915,418
Additional Provisions made during the year 1,782,436                      -                                1,782,436
Leave payments made during the year (161,165)                        -                                (161,165)
Closing balance 2,524,189                      12,500                          2,536,689

The leave pay and bonus provision relate to the association's estimated liabilities arising as a result of services rendered by employees.

102,714
102,714

11,081,988
-
-

5,819,025
942,131

4,320,832
11,829,702

-
-

13,391,555
95,006

1,503,339
4,932,181

942,131
5,918,898

14,036,555
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8 INTEREST

Interest received
Interest paid

9 SURPLUS FROM OPERATIONS

Surplus from operations have been arrived at
after taking the following into account:

Operating expenses
Auditors' remuneration-audit fees
Depreciation
Impairment loss
Rental under operating lease agreements

Office Equipment
Premises

SALGA has entered into operating lease agreements for premises, fax machines, scanners and
photocopying machines

The lease on the rental of premises at HSRC & HB Phillips Buildings were terminated on 31 May 2005. SALGA entered into a new
lease agreement with Midcity Properties for 2 years 6 months commencing on 1 May 2005 and terminating on 31 October 2007.

The leases on the other equipment are on fixed amount and have expiry dates as reflected below:

Multi-purpose Scanners, Printers & Fax Machines expires March 2009
Decentralised Photocopiers expired on 30 September 2004
High Volume Photocopiers(1) expires on 31 July 2005
High Volume Photocopiers(2) expires on January 2009

2004/2005
R

906,154
1,233,214
(327,060)

971,451
807,388

-
3,110,607

693,538
2,417,069

2003/2004
R

1,164,841
1,942,177
(777,336)

329,325
796,982

-
2,522,811

844,278
1,678,533
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Taxation has not been provided for as the
Association is exempt from Income tax in terms
of Section 10 (1) of the Income Tax Act

12 CASH GENERATED(UTILISED) BY OPERATIONS

Net surplus/(Deficit) before interest
Adjusted for:

Depreciation
Increase/(Decrease) in Deffered income
Increase/(Decrease) in Provisions

Working capital changes
Decrease / (increase) in accounts receivable
(Decrease)/ increase in accounts payable

Cash generated (utilised) by operations

13 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash on hand and balances with banks.

Balance Sheet amounts

Cash on hand
Balances with the Banks

Bank balances and cash comprise cash held with registered banking institutions and are subject to
significant interest rate risk. The carrying amount of these assets appreciate to their fair value.

2,472,940                    2,720,940                      1,496,129                     -
                         51,820                           51,820                          51,820

335,140                       368,654                         405,519                        446,071
                    3,141,414                      1,953,468                     497,891

(2,474,977)

796,982
2,568,970
1,560,995
2,451,970
5 020 289
8 928 306

(3 908 017)

7 472 259

1,816
13,399,922
13,401,738

6,491,197

807,388
(6,456,955)
1,312,881
2,154,511

(8,477,897)
(13 313 437)

4 835 540

(6 323 386)

678
8,285,072
8,285,750

2004/2005
R

2003/2004
R
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14 CONTINGENT LIABILITY

A legal claim has been instituted against SALGA by Global Synergy (Pty) Ltd and LOGPAY Technology
Holdings (Pty) Ltd. They are claiming an amount of R 148 382 306 in damages and lost revenues.

A provision for this has not been made as SALGA is of the opinion that this claim will be successfully defended.

15 UNAUTHORISED EXPENDITURE

The R 7 700 000 paid to Zenprop (Pty) Ltd as payment to property that SALGA was intending

to buy  was not budgeted for and no proof of mandate by NEC exists, thus constituting unauthorised
expenditure.
Millionsure was paid  a total amount of  R 10,377,103.51 over two financial periods, but only R1,300,000 was approved by the SALGA National Executive Committee.

An aunthorised expenditure of R8,578,353.51 relates to the financial year 2003/04. For the year 2004/05 a further amount of R498,750.00 was unauthorised.

16 WASTEFUL AND FRUITLESS EXPENDITURE

The amount of fruitless and wasteful expenditure could not be quantified  due to the magnitude of transactions during the SALGA
National Conference as generally weak internal controls existed. However,  amounts of R59, 109.37 and R34,518.26
were levied by SARS as penalty and interest due to PAYE late payment for the month of February 2005.

17 ERROR IN PRIOR PERIOD PRESENTATION AND DISCLOSURE

Expenses amounting to R3 420 000 were incorrectly classified as debtors in the prior year’s annual financial statements.
Proper classification and presentation is applied retrospectively from 01 July 2004, in line with South African statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice.

Comparative presentation has also been adjusted
Effect on Retained income at the beginning of the period
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EASTERN CAPE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Alfred Nzo District Municipality

Amahlati Municipality

Amatole District Municipality

Baviaan Municipality

Blue Crane Route Municipality

Buffalo City Municipality

Cacadu District Municipality

Camdeboo Municipality

P/Bag X511
Mount Ayliff
4735

P/Bag X2
Stutterheim
4930

P O Box 320
East London
5200

P O Box 15
Willowmore
6445

P O Box 21
Somerset East
5850

P O Box 134
East London
5200

P O Box 71
Graaff-Reinet
6280

P O Box 71
Graaff-Reinet
6280

(039) 254 - 0320/7

(043) 683 - 1100

(043) 701 - 4000/7

(044) 923 - 1004

(042) 243 - 1333

(043) 705 - 2000

(041) 508 - 7114

(049) 892 - 2121

(039) 254 - 0818

(043) 683 - 1127

(043) 742 - 0337

(044) 923 - 1122

(042) 243 - 1548

(043) 743 - 8568

(041) 508 - 7066

(049) 892 - 4319

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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EASTERN CAPE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Chris Hani Distrcict Municipality

Elundini Municipality

Emalahleni Municipality

Engcobo Municipality

Gariep Municipality

Great Kei Municipality

Ikwezi Municipality

P/Bag X7121
Queenstown
5320

P O Box 1
Maclear
5480

P O Box 23
Lady Frere
5410

P O Box 24
Engcobo
5050

P O Box 13
Burgersdorp
9744

P O Box 21
Komga
4950

P O Box 12
Jansenville
6265

(045) 808 - 4600/4603

(045) 932 - 1085

(047) 878 - 0020

(047) 548 - 1221

(051) 653 - 1777

(043) 831 - 1028 /1705

(049) 836 - 0021

(045) 838 - 1582

(045) 932 - 1094

(047) 878  - 0112

(047) 548 - 1078

(051) 653 - 0056/1819

(043) 831- 1306

(049) 836 - 0105

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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EASTERN CAPE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Inkwanca Municipality

Intsika Yethu Municipality

Inxuba Yethemba Municipality

King Sebata Dalindyebo Municipality

Kouga Municipality

Kou-Kamma Municipality

Lukhanji Municipality

P O Box 1
Molteno
5500

P O Box 11
Cofimvaba
5380

P O Box 24
Cradock
5880

P O Box 45
Umtata
5100

P O Box 21
Jeffrey's Bay
6330

P O Box 11
Kareedouw
6400

P/Bag X7111
Queenstown
5320

(045) 967 - 0021/ 0176

(047) 874 - 5213 Ext 201

(048) 881 - 1515

(047) 501- 4238/9

(042) 293 - 1111

(042) 288 - 0303

(045) 807 - 2746/807

(045) 967 - 0467

(047) 874 - 0010

(048) 881 - 1421

(047) 532 - 5198

(042) 293 - 1114

(042) 288 - 0090

(045)  807 - 2733/807 - 2707

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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EASTERN CAPE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

List of all Municipalities in South Africa

Makana Municipality

Maletswai Municipality

Mbashe Municipality

Mbizana Municipality

Mhlontlo Municipality

Mnquma Municipality

Ndlambe Municipality

P O Box 176
Grahamstown
6140

P/Bag X1011
Aliwal North

P O Box 25
Idutywa
5000

P O Box 12
Bizana
4800

P O Box 31
Qumbu
5180

P O Box 36
Butterworth
4960

P O Box 13
Port Alfred
6170

(046) 622 -  9112

(051) 633 - 2441

(047) 489 - 1400

(039) 251 - 0230

(047) 553 - 0040

(047) 401- 2502

(046) 624 - 1140

(046) 622 -  9488

(051) 634 - 1307

(047) 489 - 1225

(039) 251- 0040

(047) 553 - 0189

(047) 491 - 0195

(046) 624 - 2669
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EASTERN CAPE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Nelson Mandela Metropolitan
Municipality

Ngqushwa Municipality

Nkonkobe Municipality

Ntabankulu Municipality

Nxuba Municipality

Nyandeni Municipality

Port St. Johns District Municipality

O.R. Tambo District Municipality

P O Box 136
Port Elizabeth
6000

P O Box 539
Peddie
5540

P.O.Box 36
Fort Beaufort
5720

P O Box 234
Ntabankulu
5130

P/Bag X350
Adelaide
5760

P O Box 27
Libode
5160

P O Box 2
Port St. Johns
4830

P/Bag X6043
Umtata
5100

(041) 506 - 3208

(040) 673 - 3095

(046) 645 - 1136

(039) 258 - 0056

(046) 684 - 0034

(047) 555 - 0026

(047) 564 - 1207 / 8

(047) 532 - 5276/5193/2816

(041) 506 - 3424

(040) 673 - 3771

(046) 645 - 2562

(039) 258 - 0003

(046) 684 - 1931

(047) 555 - 0202

(047) 564 - 1206

(047) 532 - 2816

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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EASTERN CAPE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

List of all Municipalities in South Africa

Qaukeni Municipality

Sakhisizwe Municipality

Senqu District Municipality
(Ukhahlamba)

Sunday's River Valley Municipality

Tsolwana Municipality

Ukhahlamba District Municipality

Umzimvubu Municipality

Umzimkhulu Municipality

P O Box 14
14 Main Street
Flagstaff
4810

P O Box 26
Cala
5455

P O Box 18
Lady Grey
9755

P O Box 47
Kirkwood
6120

P O Box 21
Tarkastad
 5370

P/Bag X102
Barkly East
9786

P/Bag X524
Mount Agliff
4735

P O Box 53
Mzimkhulu
3297

(039) 252 - 0131

(047) 877 - 0034

(051) 603 - 0019

(042) 230 - 0310

(045) 846 - 0033

(045) 971 - 0158

(039) 254 - 0239

(039) 259 - 0147

(039) 252 - 0699

(047) 877 - 0000

(051) 603 - 0445

(042) 230 - 1799

(045) 846 - 0025

(045) 971 - 0125/1

(039) 254 - 0033

(039) 259 - 0427
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FREE STATE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

List of all Municipalities in South Africa

Letsemeng District Municipality

Kopanong Municipality

Mohokare Municipality

Xhariep District Municipality

Naledi Municipality

Mangaung Municipality

Mantsopa Municipality

P/Bag X04
Petrusburg
9932

P/Bag  X10
Jagersfontein
9974

P O Box 20
Zastron
09550

P O Box 3667
Bloemfontein
9300

P/Bag X1
Dewetsdorp
9940

P O Box 3704
Bloemfontein
9300

P/Bag X11
Ladybrand
9745

(053) 205 - 9240

(051) 713 - 9203

(051) 673 - 1018

(051) 713 - 9300

(051) 541 - 0012

(051) 405 - 8101

(051) 924 - 0654

(053) 205 - 0144

(051) 713 - 0292

(051] 673-1550

(051)713 - 0461

(051) 541-0556

(051) 405 - 8108

(051) 924 - 0020
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FREE STATE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

List of all Municipalities in South Africa

Motheo District Municipality

Masilonyana Municipality

Tokologo Municipality

Tswelopele Municipality

Matjhabeng Municipality

Nala Municipality

Lejweleputswa District  Municipality

P O Box 3667
Bloemfontein
9300

P O Box 13
Brandfort
9400

P/Bag X46
Boshof
8340

P O Box 39
Hoopstad
9479

P O Box 708
Welkom
9460

P/Bag X15
Bothaville
9660

P O Box  2163
Welkom
9460

(051) 407 - 3200/25

(051) 733 - 0106

(053) 541 - 0014

(053) 853 - 1111

(057) 391 - 3359

(056) 514 - 9200

(057) 353 - 3094

(051) 447 - 0221

(051) 733 - 2217

(053) 541 - 0360

(053) 853 - 1332

(057) 357 - 4393

(056) 515 - 3922

(057) 353 - 3382
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FREE STATE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Setsoto Municipality

Dihlabeng Municipality

Nketoana District Municipality

Maluti-a-Phofung Municipality

Phumelela Municipality

Thabo Mafutsanyana District
Municipality

Moqhaka Municipality

P O Box 24
Clocolaan
9735

P O Box 551
Bethlehem
0700

P O Box 26
Reitz
9810

P O Box 43
Harrismith
9880

P O Box 155
Vrede
9835

P O Box 1158
Bethlehem
9700

P O Box 302
Kroonstad
9500

(051) 933 - 6284

(058) 303 - 5732

(058) 863 - 2811

(058) 713 - 3767

(058) 913 - 1222

(058) 713 - 4485/6

(056) 216 - 9104

(051) 933 - 3321

(058) 303 - 4703

(058) 863 - 2523

(058) 713 - 0812

(058) 913 - 2317

(058) 713 - 3285

(056) 216 - 9105

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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FREE STATE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Ngwathe Municipality

Metsimaholo Municipality

Mafube Municipality

Northern Free State District
Municipality

P O Box 16
Vredefort
9595

P O Box 39
Oranjeville
9415

P O Box 9
Cornelia
9850

P O Box 10
Sasolburg
9570

(056) 811 - 2131

(016) 976 - 0029

(058) 813 - 1051

(016) 970 - 8607

(056) 811 - 2046

(016) 976 - 5205

(058) 813 - 3072

(056) 973 - 3557

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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GAUTENG MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Ekurhuleni  Metropolitan
Municipality

City of Tshwane Metropolitan
Municipality

Merafong City Municipality

Sedibeng District Municipality

Westonaria Municipality

Randfontein Municipality

Lesedi Municipality

P O Box 145
Germiston
1400

P O Box 440
Pretoria
0001

P O Box 3
Carletonville
2500

P O Box 471
Vereeniging
1930

P O Box 19
Westonaria
1780

P O Box 218
Randfontein
1760

P O Box 201
Heidelbrg
1438

(011) 820 - 4000

(012) 337 - 4383/4

(018) 788 - 9502

(016) 450 - 3092

(011) 278 - 3000

(011) 411 - 0000

(016) 340 - 4305

(011) 820  - 4010

(012) 325 - 3272

(018) 786 - 1105

(016) 455 - 5264

(011) 753 - 4176

(011) 693 - 1736

(016) 340 - 4394

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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GAUTENG MUNICIPALITIES

Kungwini Municipality

Metsweding District Municipality

City of Johannesburg Metropolitan
Municipality

Nokeng tsa Taemane Local
Municipality

West Rand District Municipality

Midvaal Municipality

Emfuleni Municipality

Mogale City Municipality

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

P O Box 40
Bronkhorstspruit
1020

P/Bag X10579
Bronkhorstspruit
1020

P O Box 1049
Johannesburg
2000

P O Box 204
Rayton
1001

P/Bag X033
Randfontein
175

P O Box 9
Mitchell street
Meyerton
1960

P O Box 3
Vanderbijlpark
1900

P O Box 94
Krigersdorp
1740

(013) 932 - 6210

(013) 932 - 5121/2/3/4

(011) 407 - 7300/7309

(012) 734 - 4501

(011) 411 - 5021

(016) 360 - 7400

(016) 950 - 5420

(011) 951 - 2000

(013) 932 - 1806

(013) 932 - 1796

(011) 403 - 1012

(012) 734 - 5859/5832

(011) 693 - 4306

(016) 360 - 7519
(016) 362 - 2794

(016) 950 - 5030

(011) 660 - 5820

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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KWAZULU-NATAL MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality

Ugu District Municipality

Vulamehlo Municipality

Umdoni Municipality

Umzumbe Municipality

uMuziwabantu Municipality

Ezinqoleni Municipality

P O Box 1014
Durban
4000

P O Box 33
Port Shepstone
4240

Private Bag X 5509
Scottburgh
4180

P O Box 19
Scottburgh
4180

P O Box 561
Hibberdene
4220

P O Box 23
Harding
4660

P O Box 108
Izingolweni
4260

(031) 312 -130

(039)  688 - 5700

(039) 974 -  0450/2

(039)  976 - 1202

(039) 684 - 9180/1

(039) 433 - 1205

(039) 534 - 1584 / 2 / 77

 (031) 311 - 2170

(039) 682 - 1720

(039) 974 - 0432

(039) 976 - 2194

(039) 684 - 9168

(039) 433 - 1208

(039) 534 - 1585

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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KWAZULU-NATAL MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

(039) 688 - 2002

(033) 897 - 6742

(033) 503 - 1035

(033) 239 - 9266

(033) 263 - 1221

(033) 996 - 0771

(033) 395 - 1111/1011

List of all Municipalities in South Africa

Hibiscus Coast Municipality

Umgungundlovu District Municipality

Umshwath Municipality

uMngeni Municipality

Mpofana Municipality

Impendle Municipality

Umsunduzi Municipality

P O Box 5
Port Shepstone
4240

P O Box 3235
Pietermaritzburg
3200

P/Bag X29
Wartburg
3233

P O Box 5
Howick
3290

P O Box 47
Mooi River
3300

P O Box 75
Impendle
3227

Private Bag 321
Pietermaritzburg
3200

(039) 682 - 0327

(033) 394 - 1229

(033) 503 - 1635

(033)  330 - 4183

(033)  263 - 1127

(033) 996 - 0852

(033) 395 - 1397
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KWAZULU-NATAL MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Mkhambathini Municipality

Richmond Municipality

Uthukela Municipality

Emnambithi Municipality

Indaka Municipality

Umtshezi Municipality

Okhahlamba Municipality

P/Bag X04
Camperdown
3720

P/Bag X1028
Richmond
3780

P O Box 116
Ladysmith
3370

P O Box 29
Ladysmith
3370

P/Bag X70113
Wasbank
2920

P O Box 15
Estcourt
3310

P O Box 71
Bergville
3350

(031) 785 - 1668

(033) 212 - 2155/6/ 7

(036) 638 - 5100

(036) 637 - 2231

(034) 261 - 1000 / 2036

(036) 352 - 3000

(036) 448 - 1076

(031) 785 - 1463

(033) 212 - 2102

(036) 638 - 5100

(036)  631 - 1400

(034) 261 - 2035

(036) 352 - 6799

(036) 448 - 1986/2472

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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KWAZULU-NATAL MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

(036) 353 - 0625

(034) 218 - 1945

(034) 212 - 2121

(034) 271 - 6100

(033) 493 - 0761

(033) 413 - 1115

(034) 314 - 3759

List of all Municipalities in South Africa

Imbabazane Municipality

Umzinyathi District Municipality

Endumeni Municipality

Nquthu Municipality

Msinga Municipality

Umvoti Municipality

Amajuba District Municipality

P O Box 750
Estcourt
3310

P/Bag X1965
Dundee
3000

P/Bag X2024
Dundee
3000

P/Bag X5521
Nquthu
3135

P O Box 329
Tugela Ferry
3010

P O Box 71
Greytown
3250

P/Bag X6615
Newcastle
2940

(036) 353 - 0681

(034)  218 - 1940

(034) 212 - 3856

(034) 271 - 6111

(033) 493 - 0761

(033) 413 - 1369

(034) 314 - 3785
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KWAZULU-NATAL MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Newcastle Municipality

Utrecht Municipality

Dannhauser Municipality

Zululand Municipality

eDumbe Municipality

uPhongola Municipality

Abaqulusi Municipality

P/Bag X6621
Newcastle
2940

P O Box 11
Utrecht
2980

P/Bag 1011
Dannhauser
3080

P/Bag X76
Ulundi
3838

P/Bag X308
Paulpietersburg
3180

P O Box 191
Pongola
3170

P O Box 57
Vryheid
3100

(034) 328 - 7601/0

(034) 331 - 3481/3041

(034) 621 - 2666/7/3080

(035) 874 - 5500

(034) 995 - 1650

(034) 413 - 1223

(034) 982 - 2133

(034) 312 - 7089

(034) 331 - 4312

(034) 621 - 3114
(034) 621 - 2719

(035) 874 - 5589/91

(034) 995 - 1192

(034) 413 - 1706

(034) 980 - 9637
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KWAZULU-NATAL MUNICIPALITIES

(035) 831 - 0004

(035) 874 - 5100

(035) 573 - 8600

List of all Municipalities in South Africa

Nongoma Municipality

Ulundi Municipality

Umkhanyakude District Municipality

P O Box 84
Nongoma
3950

P/Bag X17
Ulundi
3838

P O Box 449
Mkuze
3965

(035) 831 - 3152

(035) 870 - 0598

(035) 573 - 1386/1809

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER
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KWAZULU-NATAL MUNICIPALITIES - DISTRICT COUNCILS

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

uMhlabuyalingana District
Municipality

Jozini Municipality

Big Five False Bay Municipality

Hlabisa Municipality

Mtubatuba Municipality

Uthungulu District Municipality

Mbonambi District Municipality

P/Bag X901
Kwangwanase
3973

P/Bag X028
Jozini
3969

P O Box 89
Hluhluwe
3960

P O Box 387
Hlabisa
3937

P O Box 52
Mtubatuba
3935

P/Bag X1025
Richards Bay
3900

P O Box 96
Mbonambi
3915

(035) 592 - 0669/680/665/0671

(035) 572 - 1292

(035) 562 - 0040

(035) 838 - 1300

(035) 550 - 0069

(035) 799 - 2500

(035) 580 - 4963 / 1421

(035) 592 - 0672

(035) 572 - 1266

(035) 562 - 0988

(035) 838 - 1015

(035) 550 - 0060

(035) 789 - 1641
(035) 789 - 1409

(035) 580 - 1141

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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KWAZULU-NATAL MUNICIPALITIES - DISTRICT COUNCILS

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

(035) 907 - 5000

(035) 792 - 7093

(035) 474 - 1141

(035) 450 - 082

(035) 833 - 0067

(032) 437 - 9300

(032) 456 - 8200

List of all Municipalities in South Africa

Umhlathuze Municipality

Ntambanana Municipality

Umlalazi Municipality

Mthonjaneni District Municipality

Nkandla Municipality

Ilembe District Municipality

eNdondakusuka Municipality

P/Bag X1004
Richards Bay
3900

P/Bag X20066
Mpangeni
3880

P O Box 37
Eshowe
3815

P O Box 11
Melmoth
3835

P O Box 161
Nkandla
3855

P O Box 1788
Stanger
4450

P O Box 144
Mandeni
4490

(035)  901 - 5444/51

(035) 792 - 7094

(035) 474 - 2809

(035) 450 - 3224

(035) 833 - 0920

(032) 437 - 9585

(032) 456 - 2504
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KWAZULU-NATAL MUNICIPALITIES - DISTRICT COUNCILS

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

KwaDukuza Municipality

Dewdney Municipality

Maphumulo Municipality

Sisonke District Municipality

Ingwe Municipality

KwaSani Municipality

Matatiele Municipality

P O Box 72
Stanger
4405

P/Bag X503
Dewdney
4342

P/Bag X9205
Maphumulo
4470

P/Bag X501
Ixopo
3276

P O Box 62
Creighton
3236

P O Box 43
Himeville
3256

P O Box 35
Matatiele
4730

(032) 437 - 5000

(032) 532 - 1089

(032) 481 - 2047/9

(039) 834 - 8700

(039) 833 - 1038

(033) 702 - 1060

(039) 737 - 3135

(032) 437 - 5098

(032) 532 - 1071/1234

(032) 481 - 2053

(039) 834 - 1701

(039) 833 - 1179

(033) 702 - 1148

(039) 737 - 3611

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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KWAZULU-NATAL MUNICIPALITIES - DISTRICT COUNCILS

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

(039) 797 - 6600

(039) 834 - 2074

List of all Municipalities in South Africa

Greater Kokstad Municipality

Buhlebezwe Municipality

P O Box 8
Kokstad
4700

P O Box 132
Ixopo
3276

(039) 727 - 3676

(039) 834 - 1168
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LIMPOPO MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Aganang Municipality

Ba-Phalaborwa Municipality

Bela-Bela Municipality

Blouberg Municipality

Bohlabela District Municipality

Bushbuckridge Municipality

Capricorn District Municipality

P O Box 1989
Koloti
0709

P O Box 67
Phalaborwa
1390

P/Bag X1308
Warmbath
0480

P O Box 1593
Bochum
0790

P/Bag X1304
Thulamahashe
1365

P/ Bag X3061
Mkhuhlu
1246

P O Box 4100
Polokwane
0700

(015) 295 - 1400

(015) 781 - 0111

(014) 736 - 8000

(015) 505 - 0295/6
(015) 505 - 0468

(013) 773 - 0337/0338/0342

(013) 708 - 6018/19

(015) 295 - 8974

(015) 295 - 1401/1447

(015) 781 - 7228/0726

(014) 736 - 3288/4732

(015) 505 - 02976/0471

(013) 773 - 0970/1580/1935

(013) 708 - 6990/6031

(015) 295 - 5697/4010/5346

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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LIMPOPO MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Feta-Kgomo Municipality

Greater Giyani Municipality

Greater Groblersdal Municipality

Greater Letaba Municipality

Greater Marble Hall Municipality

Greater Tzaneen Municipality

Lepelle-Nkumpi Municipality

P O Box 818
Apel
0739

P/Bag X9559
Giyani
0826

P O Box 48
Groblersdal
20470

P O Box 34
Duiwelskloof
0835

P O Box 111
Marble Hall
0450

P O Box 24
Tzaneen
0850

P/Bag X07
Chuenespoort
0745

(015) 622 - 8000

(015) 811 - 5500

(013) 262 - 3056

(015) 309 - 9246

(013) 261 - 1151/1162

(015) 307 - 8000

(015) 633 - 4500

(015) 622 - 8026
(015) 622 - 8015

(015) 812 - 2068
(015) 811 - 5562

(013) 262 - 2547

(015) 309 - 9419/8738

(013) 261 - 2985

(015) 307 - 8049

(015) 633 - 6896
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LIMPOPO MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Lephalale Municipality

Makhado Municipality

Makhuduthamaga Muncipality

Maruleng Municipality

Musina Municipality

Modimolle Municipality

Mogalakwena Municipality

P/Bag X136
Ellisras
0555

P O Box 96
Louis Trichardt

P O Box 384
Jane Furse
1085

P O Box 627
Hoedspruit
1380

P/Bag X611
Messina
0900

P/Bag X1008
Nylstroom
0510

P O Box 34
Potgietersrus
0600

(014) 763 - 2193

(015) 516 - 0212

(013) 265 - 1262/1177

(015) 793 - 2409/2237

(015) 534 - 0211/21

(014) 717 - 5211

(015) 491 - 9600

(014) 763 - 5662

(015) 516 - 5084

(013) 265 - 1975

(015) 793 - 2341

(015) 534 - 2513

(014) 717 - 4077

(015) 491 - 9755
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LIMPOPO MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Molemole Municipality

Mookgophong Municipality

Mopani District Municipality

Mutale Municipality

Polokwane Municipality

Waterberg District Municipality

Greater Sekhukhune
District Municipality

P O Box 44
Dendron
0715

P/Bag X340
Naboomspruit
0560

P/Bag X9687
Giyani
0826

P O Box 1254
Mutale
0956

P O Box 111
Polokwane
0700

P/Bag X1018
MODIMOLLE
0510

P/Bag X8611
Groblersdal
0470

(015) 501 - 0243

(014) 743 - 1111

(015) 811 - 6300

(015) 967 - 9000

(015) 290 - 2100

(014) 717 - 1344

(013) 262 - 2743/

(015) 501 - 0419

(014) 743 - 2434

(015) 812 - 4301
(015) 811 - 6347

(015) 967 - 9019/9004

(015) 290 - 2106

(014) 717 - 3886

(013) 262 - 2351
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LIMPOPO MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Thabazimbi Municipality

Thulamela Municipality

Greater Tubatse Municipality

Vhembe
District Municipality

P O Box 90
Thabazimbi

P/Bag X5060
Thohoyandou
0950

P.O Box 206
Burgersfott
1150

P/Bag X5006
Thohoyandou
0950

(014) 777 - 1525

(015) 962 - 7620/7500

(013) 231 - 7815

(015) 962 - 1840/1828

(014) 777 - 1531

(015) 962 - 6389

(013) 231 - 7467

(015) 962 - 1017/0904

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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MPUMALANGA MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Nkangala District Municipality

Emalahleni Municipality

Delmas Municipality

Emakhazeni District
Municipality

Steve Tshwete Municipality

Thembisile Municipality

DR J.S Moroka Municipality

P O Box 437
Middelburg
1050

P O Box 3
Witbank
1035

P O Box 6
Delmas
2210

P O Box 17
Belfast
1100

P O Box 14
Middleburg
1050

P/Bag X4041
Empumalanga
0458

P/Bag X4012
Siyabuswa
0472

(013) 243 - 1441

(013) 690 - 6234
(013) 690 - 6911
(013) 690 - 6463

(013) 665 - 6000

(013) 253 - 1121

(013) 249 - 7000

(013) 986 - 0980/2/3

(013) 973 1101/1390

(013) 282 - 4854

(013) 282 - 4854
(013) 282 - 7600
(013) 282 - 0024

(013) 690 - 6207

(013) 665 - 2913
(013) 665 - 6060

(013) 253 - 1889
(013) 253 - 2440

(013) 243 - 2550

(013) 973 - 1370
(013) 973 - 0974
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MPUMALANGA MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Gert Sibande District Municipality

Lekwa Municipality

Dipaleseng Municipality

Govan Mbeki Municipality

Albert Luthuli Municipality

Pixley Ka Seme Municipality

P O Box 550
Secunda
2302

P O Box 66
Standerton
2430

P/Bag X1005
Balfour
2410

P/Bag X10172
Secunda
2302

P O Box 1185
Carolina
1185

P O Box 9011
Volkrust
2470

(017) 631 - 1181

(017) 712 - 9600

(017) 773 - 0055

(017) 620 - 6000

(017) 843 - 1055

(017)  735 - 5141

(017) 631 - 1607
(017) 634 - 1425

(017) 631 - 1607
(017) 634 - 1425

(017) 712 - 6808

(017) 773 - 0169

(017) 634 - 5041
(017) 634 - 8019

(017) 843 - 1631
(017) 843 - 3158

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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MPUMALANGA MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Msukaligwa Municipality

Ehlanzeni District Municipality

Mkhondo Municipality

Mbombela Municipality

Umjindi Municipality

Nkomazi Municipality

Thaba Chweu Municipality

P O Box 48
Ermelo
2350

P O Box 3333
Nelspruit
1200

P O Box 23
Piet Retief
2380

P O Box 45
Nelspruit
1200

P O Box 33
Barberton
1300

P O Box 101
Malelane
1320

P O Box 61
Sabie
1260

(017) 819 - 2892

(013) 759 - 8500

(017) 826 - 2211

(013) 759 - 2247
(013) 759 - 2000

(013)  712 - 2121

(013) 790 - 0245

(013) 764 - 1241
(013) 235 - 2121

(017) 735 - 3004

(013) 755 - 1472

(017) 826 - 0330

(013) 755 - 315 6/7

(013) 759 - 2002

(013) 712 - 5120
(013) 712 - 5155

(013) 790 - 0886

List of all Municipalities in South Africa
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NORTHERN CAPE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Magareng Municipality

Ga-Segonyana Municipality

Moshaweng Municipality

Ga-Magara Municipality

Frances Baard District Municipality

Sol Plaatjie Municipality

Dikgotlong Municipality

P O Box 10
Warrenton
8530

P/Bag X1522
Kuruman
8460

P/Bag X117
Mothibistad
8474

P O Box 1001
Kathu
8446

P/Bag X6088
Kimberley
8300

P/Bag X5030
Kimberley
8300

P/Bag X5
Barkley-West
8375

(053) 497 - 3111

(053) 712 - 1095/6

(053) 773 - 1866

(053) 723 - 2261

(053) 838 - 0901

(053) 830 - 6911

(053) 531 - 0671/3

(053) 497 - 4514

(053) 712 - 3581

(053) 773 - 1866

(053) 723 - 2021

(053) 861 - 1538

(053) 830 - 6268

(053) 531 - 0624
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MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Phokwane Municipality

Namakwa District Municipality

Richtersveld Municipality

Nama Khoi Municipality

Kamiesberg Municipality

Hantam Municipality

Karoo Googland Municipality

P O Box 83
Hartswater
8570

P O Box 5
Springbok
8240

P/Bag X113
Port Nolloth
8280

P O Box 17
Springbok
8240

P O Box 38
Garies
8220

P/Bag X14
Calvinia
8190

P O Box 24
Sutherland
6920

(053) 474 - 0143

(027) 712 - 8000

(027) 851 - 1111

(027) 712 - 2071

(027) 652 - 8000

(027) 341 - 8500

(053) 391 - 3003

(053) 474 - 1768

(027) 712 - 8040

(027) 851 - 1101

(027) 712 - 1635

(027) 652 - 8001

(027) 341 - 8501

(053) 391 - 3294
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NORTHERN CAPE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Khai-Ma Municipality

Karoo District Municipality

Ubuntu Municipality

Usobomvu Municipality

Emthanjeni Local Municipality

Kareeberg Municipality

Renosterberg Municipality

P O Box 108
Pofadder
8890

P/Bag X1012
De Aar
7000

P/Bag X329
Victoria West
7070

P/ Bag X6
Colesberg
9795

P O Box 42
De Aar
7000

P/Bag X226
Carnarvon
8925

P O Box 112
Petrusville
8770

(054) 933 - 0066/244

(053) 631 - 0891

(053) 621 - 0026

(051) 753 - 0777

(053) 631 - 0927

(053) 382 - 3012

(053) 663 - 0041

(054) 933 - 0252

(053) 631 - 2529

(053) 621 - 0368

(051) 753 - 0574

(053) 631 - 0105

(053) 382 - 3142

(053) 663 - 0180
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MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Thembelihle Municipality

Siyathemba Municipality

Siyancuma Municipality

Siyanda District Municipality

Mier Municipality

Kai Garib Municipality

Khara Hais Municipality

P/Bag X3
Hopetown
8750

P O Box 16
Prieska
8940

P O Box 27
Douglas
8730

P/Bag X6039
Upington
8800

P O Box 178
Mier
8811

P O Box 174
Kakamas
8870

P/Bag X6003
Upington
8800

(053) 203 - 0005/8

(053) 353 - 5300

(053) 298 - 1810

(054) 337 - 2800

(054) 902

(054) 431 - 6300

(054) 332 - 5911

(053) 203 - 0490

(053) 353 - 1386

(053) 298 - 3141

(054) 337 - 2888/6

(054) 431 - 6301

(054) 332 - 1762
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NORTHERN CAPE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Tsantsabane Municipality

Kgatelopele Municipality

Magareng Municipality

P O Box 5
Postmasburg
8420

P O Box 43
Danielskuil
8405

P O Box 10
Warrenton
8530

(053) 313 - 0343

(053) 384 - 8600

(053) 497 - 3113

(053) 313 - 1602

(053) 384 - 0326

(053) 497 - 4514
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NORTH WEST MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Ditsobotla Municipality

Greater Taung Municipality

Kagisano Municipality

Kgetleng Rivier Municipality

Ga-Segonyana Municipality

Lekwa-Teemane Municipality

Madibeng Municipality

P O Box 7
Lichtenburg
2740

P/Bag X1048
Taung Station
8580

P/Bag X522
Ganyesa
8613

P O Box 66
Koster
0348

P/Bag X1522
Kuruman
8460

P O Box 13
Christiana
2680

P O Box 106
Brits
0250

(018) 632 - 5051

(053) 994 - 9400

(053) 998 - 3346

(014) 543 - 2004

(053) 712 - 1095/6/7

(053) 441 - 2206

(012) 318 - 9100

(018) 632 - 5247

(053) 994 - 2248/3917

(053) 998 - 3369

(014) 543 - 2004

(053) 712 - 3581

(053)441 - 2206

(012) 318 - 9203
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NORTH WEST MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Mafikeng Municipality

Mamusa Municipality

Maquassi Hills Municipality

Molopo Municipality

Moretele Municipality

Moses Kotane Municipality

Moshaweng Municipality

P/Bag X63
Mmabatho
2735

P O Box 5
Schweizer-Reneke
2860

P/Bag X3
Wolmaranstad
2630

P O Box 101
Tosca
8618

P/Bag X367
Makapanstad
0404

P/Bag X1011
Mogwase
0314

P/Bag X117
Mothibistad
8474

(018) 389 - 0111

(053) 963 - 1331

(018) 596 - 1067

(053) 933 - 0029

(012) 716 - 9998

(014) 555 - 6289

(053) 773 - 6001

(018) 384 - 4063

(053)963 - 2474

(018) 596 - 1555

(053) 933 - 0035

(012) 716 - 9999

(014) 555 - 6368

(053) 773 - 6007
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MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Naledi Municipality

Potchefstroom Municipality

Zeerust Municipality

Ratlou Municipality

Rustenburg Municipality

Tswaing Municipality

Ventersdorp Municipality

P O Box 35
Vryburg
8600

P O Box 113
Potchefstroom
2520

P O Box 92
Zeerust
2865

P/Bag X209
Madibogo
2772

P O Box 16
Rustenburg
0300

P O Box 24
Delareyville
2770

P/Bag X1010
Ventersdorp
2710

(053) 928 - 2200

(018) 299 - 5111

(018) 642 - 1081

(018) 330  - 7000

(014) 590 - 3111

(053) 948 - 0900

(018) 264 - 2051

(053) 927 - 3482

(018) 297 - 0477

(018) 642 - 3586

(018) 330 - 7019

(014) 592 - 0181

(053) 948 - 1500

(018) 264 - 2051
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NORTH WEST MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Bojanala Platinum District
Municipality

Bophirima District Municipality

Central District Municipality

Southern District Municipality

P O Box 1993
Rustenburg
0300

P O Box 21
Vryburg
8600

P/Bag X2167
Mafikeng
2745

P/Bag X5017
Klerksdorp
2570

(014) 590 - 4500

(053) 927 - 2222

(018) 381 - 1223
(018) 381 - 9400

(018) 473 - 8000

(014) 597 - 3170

(053) 927 - 2401

(018) 381 - 0561

(018) 473 - 2523
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MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Breede Valley Municipality

Winelands Municipality

Drakenstein Municipality

Stellenbosch Municipality

Witzenberg Municipality

Ooverberg District Municiaplity

Cape Agulhas Municipality

P/Bag X3046
Worcester
6849

P/Bag X2
Ashton
6715

P O Box 1
Paarl
7622

P O Box 17
Stellenbosch
7599

P O Box 44
Ceres
6835

P/Bag X22
Bredasdorp
7280

P O Box 51
Bredasdorp
7280

(023) 348 - 2600

(023) 615 - 8000

(021) 807 - 4500

(021) 808 - 8111

(023) 316 - 1854

(028) 425 - 1157

(028) 425 - 1919

(023) 347 - 3671

(023) 615 - 1563

(021) 872 - 8054

(021) 808 - 8200

(023) 316 - 1877

(028) 425 - 1014

(028) 425 - 1019
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WESTERN CAPE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Overstrand Municipality

Swellendam Municipality

Theewaterskloof Municipality

Central Karoo District Municipality

Beaufort West Municipality

Laingsburg Municipality

Prince Albert Municipality

P O Box 20
Hermanus
7200

P O Box 20
Swellendam
6740

P O Box 24
Caledon
7230

P/Bag X560
Beaufort West
6970

P/Bag X582
Beaufort West
6970

P/Bag X4
Laingsburg
6900

P/Bag X53
Prince Albert
6930

(028) 313 - 8000

(028) 514 - 1100

(028) 214 - 3300

(023) 449 - 1000

(023) 414 - 8020

(023) 551 - 1019

(023) 541 - 1320

(028) 312 - 1894

(028) 514 - 2694

(028) 214 - 1289

(023) 415 - 1253

(023) 415 - 1373

(023) 551 - 1019

(023) 541 - 1321
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MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Eden District Municipality

Bitou Municipality

George Municipality

Hessequa Municipality

Kannaland District Municipality

Knysna Municipality

Mossel Bay Municipality

P O Box 12
George
6530

P/Bag X1002
Plettenberg Bay
6600

P O Box 19
George
6530

P O Box 29
Riversdale
6670

P O Box 30
Ladies Smith
6655

P O Box 21
Knysna
6570

P/Bag X29
Mossel Bay
6500

(044) 803 - 1300

(044) 501 - 3000

(044) 8011 - 9111

(028) 713 - 2418

(028) 551 - 1023

(044) 302 - 6300

(044) 606 - 5000

(044) 874 - 6626

(044) 533 - 3485

(044) 873 - 3776

(028) 713 - 3146

(028) 551 - 1766

(044) 302 - 6333

(044) 606 - 5062
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WESTERN CAPE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

Oudtshoorn Municipality

West Coast District Municipality

Berg Rivier Municipality

Cedeberg Municipality

Matzikama Municipality

Saldanha Bay Municipality

Swartland Municipality

P O Box 255
Oudtshoorn
6620

P O Box 242
Moorereesburg
7310

P O Box 60
Piketberg
7320

P/Bag X2
Clanwilliam
8135

P O Box 98
Vredendal
8160

P/Bag X12
Vredenburg
7380

P/Bag X52
Malmesbury
7299

(044) 203 - 3000

(022) 433 - 8400

(022) 913 - 1126

(027) 482 - 8000

(027) 201 - 3300

(022) 701 - 7000

(022) 487 - 9400

(044) 203 - 3046

(022) 433 - 2172

(022) 913 - 1380

(027) 482 - 1933

(027) 213 - 3238

(022) 715 - 1518

(022) 487 - 9440
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WESTERN CAPE MUNICIPALITIES

MUNICIPALITY POSTAL ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER

City of Cape Town

Cape Winelands District Municipality

P/Bag X9181
Cape Town
8000

P O Box 91
Worcester
6849

(021) 400 - 1200

(023) 348 - 2300

(021) 400 - 1213

(023) 342 - 8442
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